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ABSTRACT 
CHURCH HEALTH AND CHURCH GROWTH IN CONGREGATIONS OF THE 
RUSSIAN CHURCH OF EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANS 
by 
Andrei E. Blinkov 
This study sought to promote an understanding of church health and church 
growth in congregations of the Russian Church of Evangelical Christians. I surveyed 
Russian church leaders to discover quality characteristics hindering church health and 
church growth. In addition I correlated the leaders’ perception of spiritual health with 
church health perception and church growth. The findings identified the three most 
neglected quality characteristics in the opinion of Russian leaders: social ministries, 
cultural sensitivity, and flexible structures. The study demonstrated that not only did a 
distinct correlation exist between perceived church health and church growth, but also 
between church growth and several spiritual disciplines (first of all prayer and spiritual 
mentoring). The results are instrumental for Russian evangelical churches to discern ways 
towards health and wholeness. 
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Worldwide Christianity is growing. The growth rate of Christianity, according to 
the World Christian Encyclopedia, is close to the growth rate of the world’s population- 
2.3 percent (Barrett, Kurian, and Johnson 1). Many cities and even countries are 
experiencing great spiritual revivals. Some researchers say the real numbers are even 
larger. In Central Russia the present situation is not as encouraging. Both the Russian 
Orthodox Church and Evangelical churches are not enjoying fast growth. Most 
congregations are very young (planted within the last fifteen years), but many of them are 
already in a plateauing stage. At the same time, Christian leaders have hope. Some 
churches show evidence of health and good numerical growth. 
Such famous church growth scholars as Donald McGavran, Win Am, and C. Peter 
Wagner did a lot of research in order to find ways to help churches grow. Many church 
leaders today believe the church growth movement succeeded in refocusing the church on 
the Great Commission. Others are skeptical because of the emphasis on numbers and 
“trying in their own strength to do what only God can do” (Schwarz, Natural Church 
Development 6). This concern gave birth to the whole area of church health. Robert E. 
Logan first identified this trend in the church growth movement toward the issue of 
church health in 1989. He writes, “Effective churches are healthy churches; healthy 
churches are growing churches-they make more and better disciples. This is precisely 
the focus of the church-growth movement” (1 7). 
The church health movement became strong mostly due to the unique work done 
by German researcher Chnstian A. Schwarz. Natural Church Development (NCD) 
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philosophy is a result of unprecedented statistical research with the newest scientific 
methods, where more than 34,3 14 persons from I ,  188 churches and thirty-two countries 
participated. The reliability of the statistical calculations was between 0.75 and 0.89, 
which is a very good result for a diagnostic test (Schalk 234). Schwarz studied the 
connection between church health and numerical growth and observed a direct 
correlation between the overall health of a church and the probability of the growth of 
that congregation (Natural Church Development 1 16). He presented eight characteristics 
that healthy churches have in common: empowering leadership, gift-oriented ministry, 
passionate spirituality, functional structures, inspiring worship services, holistic small 
groups, need-oriented evangelism, and loving relationships (12-1 3). 
The accuracy of Schwarz’s study has been attacked by critics such as John Ellas 
and Flavil Yeakley as being “pseudo-scientific” and lacking hard data (83). In addition to 
Schwarz’s list of essential qualities of healthy churches, other writers have made their 
proposals. Stephen A. Macchia suggested ten characteristics of healthy churches (23), 
Dale E. Galloway defined ten characteristics (“Ten Characteristics” 18,20), while Ken 
Hemphill listed eight (vii). Rick Warren suggested five purposes of a healthy church. My 
small pilot research among Russian church leaders created another list. 
I was surprised to see so many parallels between all the church health lists. 
Possibly this agreement indicates that a certain number of characteristics exist that do 
define church health. 
Context of the Study 
Russia opened to the gospel in the beginning of the 1990s and the majority of 
Protestant Christians in Russia came to the Lord within the last ten to fifteen years. 
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Because the Church in Russia is so young, it did not have time to do a great deal of 
research. The need is there because many churches desperately need to make changes if 
they want to survive and make a difference in the difficult conditions of modern Russia. 
This research would be one of pioneering studies in the areas of the church growth and 
church health in the Russian contemporary setting. 
Russian Evangelical Church 
By the work of God’s grace within a fifteen year period, several hundred churches 
of various Protestant denominations and groups have been planted in Moscow and the 
Moscow area. Unfortunately, most of them are small and grow rather slowly. The 
average size of a church is between twenty to fifty members, and a church of two 
hundred or more is considered rather large. Three main Pentecostal denominations exist 
in Russia: one is led by Bishop Pavel Okara, another by Bishop Vladimir Ryahovsky, and 
the third one by Bishop Ivan Fedotov. Within these three denominations are about 100- 
120 churches in Moscow and the Moscow area. Only a few of them have five hundred or 
more members. The sad truth is some churches do not grow at all. 
The church where I serve as the pastor is a part of the Russian Church of 
Evangelical Christians (RCEC), a 2,000+ strong Pentecostal denomination currently led 
by Bishop Pavel Okara. According to Bishop Grigoriy Tropetz, who is appointed over 
Central Russia, in this heavily populated area the RCEC has only 130 congregations with 
a combined membership of 7,600, which is only 0.02 percent of Central Russia’s 
population. 
At the same time some positive dynamics can also be observed. For example, the 
Perm New Testament Church in the RCEC, which launched active missionary efforts in 
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1992, now has some four hundred churches and fellowships in the Perm Region, 
Bashkina, and Tatarstan. Other notable regional groupings in the RCEC include the 
Association of Churches of the Republic of Karelia (more than fifty churches and 
fellowships), the Krasnodar Vifaniya Church (more than fifty churches), and the 
Murmansk Regional Association of Churches (more than thirty churches and 
fellowships). 
At the end of the year 2000, Russian church leaders gathered for a conference 
entitled, Central Russia in the twenty-first century. The Russian Union of Evangelical 
Christian Baptists (one of the largest Protestant denominations in Russia) organized the 
conference in order to present some conclusions and develop a strategy for the Baptist 
Church in Central Russia. Ruvim Voloshin, the head of the mission department of the 
Baptist Church, gave some sad statistics. The population of Central Russia is about 38 
million, and the total membership of all Baptist churches is 23,000. Consequently only 
0.06 percent of the population are Baptists. Voloshin said that according to their 
estimation, all evangelical Christians would number 0.17-0.2 percent out of the whole 
population. Although in general some growth is taking place, very few new Baptist 
churches were planted during the last years. The total numbers of Baptist churches within 
the Baptist Union grew fiom 1,320 to a little over 1,400 within a ten-year period. 
The Russian Orthodox Church 
The situation is better but very far fiom ideal in the largest religious institution in 
Russia-the Russian Orthodox Church. After the fall of the Communist regime, hundreds 
of thousands of adult people received a water baptism in the Orthodox Church. The 
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baptism was a sign of national affiliation for many of them, rather than an expression of 
devotion to real faith. 
The size of the Christian community in Russia today eludes easy calculation. 
David Barrett, George Kurian, and Todd Johnson suggests that 76 million people in some 
sense identify themselves as Russian Orthodox. These figures, Barrett, Kurian, and 
Johnson themselves note, encompass large numbers of nominal believers who, in many 
cases, cIaim religious affiliation simply as a cultural or national marker (6). 
Unfortunately, the gospel is not preached in most of the Orthodox churches. For 
many people Orthodox worship is nothing more than mere sacred mystery with lots of 
icons, candles, and memorized prayers (many of them to Mary and the saints). In many 
respects the situation in the Russian Orthodox Church today can be compared to the 
Catholic Church of a century ago. 
In spite of the fact that the majority of Russians consider themselves Orthodox 
Christians, Orthodox officials claim that only 4-5 percent of the population are practicing 
Orthodox. During the conference Voloshin quoted officers of the Internal Affairs 
Ministry reporting that according to their estimates not more than 1.5 percent of the total 
population attend the largest Orthodox celebrations-Christmas and Easter. 
New Paganism 
Carl Jung once said that Christianity is like a cathedral built on the foundation of 
the pagan temple. This statement is not far from the truth when applied to the traditionaI 
churches. For example, the Orthodox Church accepted many things from pagan religion 
in an attempt to make Orthodoxy more attractive to pagans. Every time the Spirit is 
weakened, the paganism in the church lifts up its head. Nowadays many people consider 
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themselves to be Christians because they were baptized in the church or because they 
have bought some icons or just because they are Russians. The best description of those 
“Christians” is modem pagans with Orthodox faqades. Not surprisingly Christian values 
do not deeply influence Russian society, morality is destroyed, and the Mafia, corruption, 
drugs, and prostitution are flourishing. Summarizing this situation, Voloshin states that 
currently the area of Central Russia is a place of spiritual disaster. 
Theological Foundation 
Many Christian leaders today want their churches to grow and grow fast. In our 
modem age people are so used to fast food, fast service, fast banking that some ministers 
want to have fast church growth. The fact is that no magic program will make any church 
in any place grow. Many such programs actually do more harm than good. More recently, 
the focus in churches and church growth literature has moved from church growth to 
church health. 
The Bible, our primary source of spiritual understanding, gives a list of images 
associated with the Church. All of them express different sides of its nature. The Church 
is viewed as the body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:12) and as his bride (John 3:29). The Church is 
also mentioned as a field (Matt. 9:38), a vine (John 15:5), and a flock (John 10:16). The 
apostle Peter writes about the Church as a “spiritual house” being built with “living 
stones” (1 Pet. 2 5 ) .  All of these metaphors point to one very important idea: the Church 
is a living organism (even the building metaphor talks about living stones). Being a living 
organism, it shares many of the same characteristics of living beings. For example, it can 
be born, reproduce, be sick, be healthy, grow, and ultimateIy die. The Church is a living, 
growing organism. 
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Christopher Allen Janett analyzes the life span of a church: 
Like people, a church’s lifespan may be somewhat short or very long. 
Some churches die in infancy while others live on for centuries. 
Unfortunately, some churches limp along for years past their prime. Like a 
person surviving only because of life-support machinery, some churches 
hobble along for years, barely existing, when what needs to happen is 
someone, mercifully, should pull the plug and bring it to an end as ought to 
have been done years earlier. Only God knows the plans he has for an 
individual’s life, and the same is true of  his Church. (1 04) 
As Warren, the senior pastor of Saddleback Community Church, reflects, a healthy child 
will grow, provided he or she has a healthy diet and plenty of sleep and exercise. Growth 
of a child is automatic. Good health naturally leads to growth. On the contrary, if a child 
is seriously sick, his or her growth is hindered (1 6). The same is true of a church. 
Schwarz, the author of Natural Church Development, talks about “biotic 
principles.” According to him, the church cannot grow just by human efforts. Instead, the 
church leadership should devote itself to minimize the hindrances to growth and allow 
growth to occur “all by itself’ (10). If a church is healthy, it will grow. If it is infected or 
diseased, it will stagnate and decline. 
A key passage for Schwarz’s understanding of the church health is found in Mark 
4:26-29: 
[Jesus] also said, “This is what the kingdom of God is like. A man scatters 
seed on the ground. Night and day, whether he sleeps or gets up, the seed 
sprouts and grows, though he does not know how. All by itself the soil 
produces grain-first the stalk, then the head, then the full kernel in the 
head. As soon as the grain is ripe, he puts the sickle to it, because the 
harvest has come.” (NIV) 
Schwarz calls the idea of this passage “divine growth automatisms” by which God grows 
his church. Automatisms are certain developments that seem to happen all by themselves. 
In reality they are the work of God (Natural Church Development 12). 
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Schwarz as well as Warren assert the idea that a church needs to focus on 
developing health characteristics, then the growth will come as a natural result. Schwarz 
says that when these characteristics are present in ‘‘harmonious interplay,” the biotic 
potential is released and God himself provides numeric growth (Natural Church 
Development 10-14,38). 
Additional support for this understanding can be found in the book of Acts. The 
description of the early Church in Jerusalem ends with the words: “the Lord added to the 
church daily such as should be saved” (Acts 2:47). The earliest church had such profound 
quality that the Lord himself brought in new converts and added them to the church daily. 
This is God’s ultimate prescription for church growth. The health characteristics of the 
early Church in Jerusalem will be further described in Chapter 2.  
Jesus said, “No one can come to me unless the Father has enabled him“ (John 
6:65b). The Spirit of God is the one who draws people to God. No substitute exists. 
Genuine faith doesn’t exist apart from a personal encounter with God. As Leith Andreson 
says, “If a church lacks God, it really isn’t a church. Changing pastors, putting up a new 
sign, or offering appealing programs won’t do much good without spiritual renewal” (A 
Church 56). 
The church belongs to Jesus. He proclaimed, “I will build my church; and the 
gates of hell shall not prevail against it” (Matt. 16: 18b). Only by the power of the Spirit a 
church is to be built. Ultimately the growth of a church is not a result of what an 
individual or a group of individuals do. Warren says, “Only God makes the church grow. 
Only God can create waves-waves of revival, waves of growth and waves of spiritual 
receptivity” (1 5). Church leaders should be genuinely humble and completely dependent 
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on the power of the Holy Spirit if they want to be coworkers with the Lord who is 
building his church today. 
The Purpose 
This study sought to promote an understanding of church health and church 
growth in congregations of the Russian Church of Evangelical Christians. 
A group of pastors and church leaders from different Protestant groups and 
denominations took part in an initial pilot survey. They listed church qualities related to 
the growth and health of a church. Because many scholars created various church health 
lists, the purpose was to determine which one of them better correlates with the opinion 
of Russian leaders. The purpose of the survey was to identify the weights of these 
characteristics. This information was instrumental in locating quality Characteristics that 
are neglected by many Russian church leaders and that, therefore, hinder church health 
and church growth. The purpose of the second survey was to correlate the leaders’ 
perception of their spiritual health, church health, and church growth. 
The study could be used to educate church planters and church leaders in the area 
of church health and church growth and to design effective ways to build healthy 
congregations. 
Research Questions 
1. How important are church quality characteristics in the view of Russian leaders 
as reflected in their weightings of these characteristics? 
2. In the opinion of Russian church leaders, what are the most neglected of those 
church quality characteristics? 
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3. What are the relations between leaders’ perception of personal spiritual health, 
church health, and church growth? 
Definition of Terms 
In this study, the principal terns were defined as follows. 
Church quality characteristics as defined by Keith Taylor are various 
components of church health that, when taken together, can be used to identify the 
overall health of the church (6). 
Church health is the balance between the quality characteristics of health. 
Lack of health is a low presence or absence of one or more health characteristics. 
Church growth is the increase of the average number of persons attending the 
weekend adult worship services. 
Personal spiritual health is the personal perception on overall spiritual well- 
being. 
Methodology 
The study was descriptive in nature using elements of correlation analysis. I 
utilized the researcher-designed questionnaires in an attempt to distinguish the perception 
of church health of Russian church leaders and their relationships with the perception of 
personal spiritual health and church growth. 
Population and Sample 
The population of the pilot study was 150 church leaders from various 
Russian evangelical churches. The population for this study included thirty pastors 
and fifty church planters and key church leaders from the Russian Church of 
Evangelical Christians (a Pentecostal denomination where I serve as a pastor and a leader 
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of the missionary school). This study had a different population with the pilot study 
with the exception of a couple of participants. I surveyed the key leaders of the 
church where I pastor, the head bishops and pastors from the headquarters of the 
RCEC, some senior pastors from the Moscow area, and church planters from the 
RCEC missionary school. 
Instrumentation 
The pilot survey produced seventeen quaIity characteristics as viewed by Russian 
church leaders. This data became the basis for a questionnaire in which the characteristics 
were weighted on a ten-point scale according to their importance to overall church health. 
Each participant also received a separate questionnaire consisting of thirteen 
demographic and spiritual health questions. 
Data Collection 
Researcher-designed questionnaires helped to collect the data. Most of the 
participants were from the RCEC. Each participating pastor and leader received detailed 
instructions regarding the administration of the survey tool. I collected questionnaires 
between 1 May 2006 and 30 November 2006, then I processed them for statistical 
analysis. This information helped to identify the overall group weightings of church 
health characteristics as well as the correlation between the perceived church health, 
personal spiritual health of participated leaders, and church growth. 
Ethical Considerations 
Participation in the study was optional. Some people whom I contacted refused to 
take part in the survey. Surveys were not anonymous, but participants had an option not 
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to write their names. In both questionnaires (see Appendixes A and B) filling in one’s 
name was voluntary. On completion of the research, I destroyed all surveys. 
Delimitations and Generalizability 
This study utilized a sampling of leaders from the RCEC. Therefore, the results 
are limited and the findings are generalized to those leaders who participated. The 
researcher-designed tool can be used for church health characteristics weightings 
identifylng the most neglected of these characteristics. 
It can be effectively implemented in the RCEC missionary school for training 
students who seek for the clear vision of the healthy growing churches. The vision of the 
RCEC, where I serve as the director of the missionary school, is to plant many strong and 
influential churches. In this role I have the privilege to teach many young church planters 
who come from various regions of the largest country in the world, landwise. Church 
planters need to have a solid foundation in order to build healthy, growing churches, The 
information on common church health obstacles could be very instrumental for them. I 
hope that this research will be of great help to the church planters in my country. 
I want to make the results of my research available to other pastors, perhaps 
through the church’s Internet site, various pastoral meetings and conferences, and 
Christian publications. In 2006 I wrote a book in Russian entitled Development of a 
Church. Some findings from this research can be found in the book. 
Information on church health factors can be widely used in educational courses 
such as church growth, pastoral care, and ministry in the local church. 
Overview of Study 
Chapter 2 contains the brief review of selected literature for this study. The 
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theological foundations for the study of Acts 2:41-47 and its relationship to church health 
are laid. I examined contemporary writings on church health and church growth (in 
particular eight NCD health characteristics) and defined a list of quality characteristics of 
church health. 
Chapter 3 presents a detailed explanation regarding the design of the project, the 
research methods, and the methods of data analysis. 
Chapter 4 presents the findings of the study. 
Chapter 5 reports major findings of the study and practical applications that flow 




This chapter gives an overview of the issues related to church growth and church 
health. The amount of literature being published and released on t h s  subject is increasing 
rapidly. This literature review seeks to cover only key issues. 
A brief review of the quality characteristics of the church in Jerusalem as they are 
portrayed in Acts 2:41-47 is given. I briefly discuss the history of church growth and 
health movements. The views of two church health scholars are examined in more detail. 
Schwarz’s Natural Church Development, with its eight quality characteristics, has proven 
to be foundational in the church health movement and is discussed here. In addition, I 
also examined the concept of church health as depicted by Warren in The Purpose Driven 
Church. 
The Early Church 
The book of Acts contains very important (although very limited) information 
about the first church: what it did, how it was organized, and what it believed in. For 
those who believe the Bible is inspired by God, the book of Acts is the training manual 
for church development. It discusses major quality characteristics of the church. Wagner 
encourages to diligently study the book of Acts: 
Acts was designed to be God’s training manual for modern Christians. 
Seeing what worked so well almost 2,000 years ago will directly apply to 
our service to God today and can provide a welcome power boost to your 
Christian life. Your serious study of Acts will bring new intimacy with the 
Father and new joy in doing His will. (Acts 9) 
Every Chnstian knows that the first church grew and grew amazingly fast. Here are some 
passages that provide evidence for this phenomenon (Acts 2:41; 4:4; 6:7; 9:3 1 ; 14: 1 ; 
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16:5; 17: 12; 19:20). Following is the brief examination of main quality characteristics of 
the earliest church-the church in Jerusalem as it is described in Acts 2:41-47. 
Empowered from Above 
The struggle has always been to try to understand why the early Church grew so 
fast and why many modem churches stagnate and decline. Wise Solomon says, “Unless 
the Lord builds the house, its builders labor in vain” (Ps. 127: 1 , NIV). Whatever good 
methods may be used or whatever great leaders may labor, it is not enough to build the 
Church. The phenomenon of the early Church was a direct result of a mighty move of the 
power of God and not a result of well thought out plans of people in leadership. In fact, 
all the apostles had their weaknesses: Peter betrayed Jesus and the apostle Thomas was 
called “unbelieving” (John 20:27). 
The manifestation of the power of the Spirit is undoubtedly the key factor of the 
early Church growth (Acts 2:43). Spiritual power over demonic forces played a special 
role. Ramsay MacMullen, a Yale University historian, is a known scholar of the Roman 
Empire. According to MacMullen, the chief factor accounting for the astounding church 
growth in the first four centuries was power manifestations in the form of miracles and 
healings, but particularly dealing with the demonic (1 12). 
Dealing with the demonic, healings, signs, and wonders were confirmations of the 
apostles’ words. The results of the preaching were so great because they “went out and 
preached everywhere, and the Lord worked with them and confirmed his word by the 
signs that accompanied it” (Mark 16:20). 
The Christian church is always characterized by its Master presence: “For where 
two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of them” (Matt. 
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18:20). The main mystery of the church is the Holy Spirit’s presence among God’s 
people. Manifestation of God’s supernatural power is the main reason for the outstanding 
growth of the early Church. 
Spirit-Filled Evangelistic Preaching 
The results of Peter’s preaching on the day of Pentecost were overwhelming: 
“about three thousand were added to their number that day” (Acts 2:41). Later five 
thousand believed (Acts 4:4). Peter was a simple fisherman. His enthusiasm and the 
results of his preaching can be explained by the divine anointing rather than by human 
rhetoric or oratory (Wagner, Acts 79). 
The book of Acts contains several sermons of Peter and Paul. Obviously 
preaching was an important part of early Church ministry as it was a vital part of Jesus’ 
ministry as well. Paul writes to the Corinthians, “for, seeing in the wisdom of God the 
world through the wisdom knew not God, it did please God through the foolishness of the 
preaching to save those believing” (1 Cor. 1:21). Apostles were carriers of the oral 
tradition of Jesus’ sayings, which were later written down. Therefore, preaching was very 
important for the early Church. The apostles’ sermons were Spirit-filled. Paul testifies, 
“My message and my preaching were not with wise and persuasive words, but with a 
demonstration of the Spirit’s power, so that your faith might not rest on men’s wisdom, 
but on God’s power” (1 Cor. 2:4). The response to their sermons is the best proof that 
they were led by the Holy Spirit, whose main purpose is to glorify Jesus (John 16:14). 
Godly Leadership 
The believers submitted to the spiritual authority of the apostles and followed 
their leadership (Acts 2:42-43). They recognized them as firsthand witnesses of the 
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ministry of Jesus and carriers of his words. In the story of Ananias and Sapphira in Acts 5 
God himself proved Peter’s words of judgment so that “great fear came upon all the 
assembly” (Acts 5:ll). Acts 2:43 mentions the fear of God in the sense of deep reverence 
toward God first and his anointed ones second. The problem of widows being overlooked 
in the daily food distribution is discussed in Acts 6. Apostles deaIt with the problem and 
made the decision which nobody argued about. 
Spiritual Disciplines 
Early disciples continued steadfastly in the teaching of the apostles and in prayers 
(Acts 2:42). Devotion to spiritual disciplines of prayer and edification through the 
teaching of the apostles is clearly seen in the early Church. Prayer was vitally important. 
The church actually started in prayer. Before Pentecost day all the disciples both men and 
women “continued with one accord in prayer and supplication” (Acts 1 : 14). They also 
knew the secret of fervent prayer without ceasing: “Peter, therefore, indeed, was kept in 
the prison, and fervent prayer was being made by the assembly unto God for him” (Acts 
125). Peter was in desperate condition, and the disciples had to discover the amazing 
power in prayer. The apostle James in his letter admonishes believers to pray fervently, 
“The prayer of a righteous man is powerful and effective” (Jas. 5:16). The word powerful 
here is the Greek enevgeo, which indicates he is speaking about the kind of prayer where 
energy and efforts are invested in. Disciples prayed powerfully for Peter, and God 
answered in such a way that an angel came and released him. They also knew the secret 
of the prayer in unity. An example of that prayer occurs in Acts 4: ‘‘They raised their 
voices together in prayer to God.. . After they prayed, the place where they were meeting 
was shaken. And they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and spoke the word of God 
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boldly” (24,3 1). The church was spiritually on fire, because it practiced the spiritual 
disciplines of prayer and edification through the Word of God. 
Fellowship of Love 
While the first believers were growing in their vertical relationship to God, they 
were also growing in their horizontal relationship to each other in Christian fellowship 
(Acts 2:42-47). They devoted themselves to fellowship. The Greek word fellowship 
(koinonia) comes from koinos, which means common. This word witnesses to the special 
emphasis on fellowship the first church had. First, it points to the fellowship of believers 
with the Father, Son, and the Holy Spirit. Second, koinonia expresses the willingness to 
share love with other members of the church family. At the same they shared love 
willingly. C. K. Barrett writes, “[Tlhere is no evidence that the sharing of property was 
ever widely practised in primitive Christianity” (35). 
Ben Witherington, I11 says that this verse does not at all suggest what one could 
call communism, or some sort of system where private property ceases to exist: 
What is described here is that no one was claiming any exclusive right to 
whatever property he or she had, and when need arose the early Christians 
readily liquidated what assets they had to take care of fellow believers’ 
needs. (162) 
Early Church fellowship was filled with true and sincere love, which greatly affected its 
growth. 
Reverence for the Christian Sacraments 
Disciples were breaking bread from home to home (Acts 2:46). Many scholars 
think that the breaking of bread in Acts 2:42 can mean the Lord’s Supper. Witherington 
suggests that this sort of breaking of bread was part of an act of worship that included 
eating, praying, teaching, and singing in homes, to mention but a few elements of the 
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service: “On the whole, then, the phrase ‘the breaking of bread’ seems to be a primitive 
way of alluding to the Lord’s Supper, though it cannot be ruled out that the reference is to 
an ordinary meal” (1 6 1 ). 
Communion and sharing meals with other believers at homes are both important 
in building strong foundations for a healthy church. The first church in Jerusalem 
performed Chnstian sacraments of water baptism (Acts 2:41) and communion. The 
example of the early Church is especially noteworthy because many churches today are 
rediscovering the power and authority of Christian ordinances (Wagner, Acts 83). 
Joyful Worship 
The first church was enjoying favor with all the people (Acts 2:47), which 
testifies to the great favor they had from the Lord. Gordon Fee says, “The community of 
God’s people owe their life together as a body to their common, lavish experience of the 
Spirit” (66). The early Church worshipers undoubtedly were full of joy and peace, for the 
Bible described them as having glad and sincere hearts (46). John R.W. Stott writes 
reflecting upon the joy of the early disciples: 
They experienced sometimes a more uninhibited joy than is customary (or 
even acceptable) within the staid traditions of the historic churches. Yet 
every worship service should be a joyful celebration of the mighty acts of 
God through Jesus Christ. It is right in public worship to be dignified; it is 
unforgivable to be dull. (85) 
One of the fruits of the Spirit is joy (Gal. 5:22), and the kingdom of God they 
experienced is described as “righteousness, and peace, and joy in the Holy Spirit” (Rorn. 
14:17). 
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Home Group Organization 
The first believers met at homes on the regular basis (Acts 2:46). The apostle Paul 
also refers to the house churches (Acts 20:20). Jesus and later the early Church often 
ministered in the homes. Jesus visited people in their homes (Matt. 8: 14-1 5; 9:23-25; 
13:36; Mark 1:29-31; 2:15-17; 3:20-21; Luke 5:29-32; 8:51-56). The word house occurs 
at least nine times in references when believers worshipped or fellowshipped in a home 
(Acts 2:2; 46; 10:24-48; 16:32-34; 40; 20:20; 213-14; 28:30). The book ofActs clearly 
describes the early Church meeting in homes for fellowshp and worship (Acts 2 4 - 4 7 ;  
20:17-20). At least nine places in Acts refer to believers worshxping, fellowshipping, or 
being taught in homes (Acts 2:2-4; 2:46; 5:52; 10:24-48; 16:25-34; 16:40; 20:17-20; 
21 :8-14; 28:30-3 1). Galloway asserts that the way to grow a great church is to follow the 
early Church plan of meeting for large group worship celebrations on Sunday and 
throughout the week meeting in small groups in homes for in-depth fellowship, 
discipleship, and caring (Small Group Book 14). 
Bradley Blue says, “The gathering of Christian believers in private homes (or 
homes renovated for the purpose of Chnstian gatherings) continued to be the norm until 
the early decades of the fourth century when Constantine began erecting the first 
Christian basilicas” (120). New Testament scholar Dean S. Gilliland also emphasizes the 
small-group organization of the early Church: 
The most important feature of the church was the multitude of small units, 
each of which met together, working out its new life in sharing blessings 
and working through problems. It is error to think even of Paul’s urban 
churches as large single congregations. (209) 
Additional references to the home church structure can be found in other New Testament 
passages such as Romans 16:5 and 1 Corinthians 16: 19. Though the information about 
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the structure of the early Church if rather poor, but one thing is quite obvious: the Church 
had a small-group organization. 
Ministry in Love 
The fact that the early Church had favor with all the people (Acts 2:47) indicates 
not only spiritual activity but I believe, social activity as well. The first Christians were 
extremely generous for the sake of the church as they “sold their possessions and goods, 
and parted them to all men, as every man had need” (v. 45). Verse 47 is referring to 
unchurched people as well as church members. One can conclude that the early Church 
extended its love in various acts of mercy and social relief to the broader community. By 
doing that they had love and favor with all the people. 
Paul later wrote, “Now you are the body of Christ, and each one of you is a part of 
ityy (1 Cor. 12:27). These words were not just a theory for the first Christians because they 
saw incredible mutual love and unity within the church. McGavran reflects upon the 
ministry of love among early believers: 
There is no question at all that the early church had this feeling of love and 
unity, . . . but we must not imagine that there was no friction. Right from 
the beginning, plenty of friction irritated the church. . . . Despite all this, 
unity, oneness, love for the brethren, flowed from Christ the great Head of 
the Church. (How Churches Grow 85) 
Unfortunately, many church leaders today do not pay enough attention and do not put 
adequate effort into developing love relations within the church. God is love, and where 
people want to have genuine revival, they should seek to be filled with the divine love 
that comes from the Spirit. 
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Chapter two of Acts ends with amazing words, “the Lord was adding those being 
saved every day to the community” (Acts 2:47, YLT). Barrett suspects a mistranslation 
here: 
[Blehind to the community (more literally, together) there may lie an 
Aramaic word that in another dialect may mean greatly, and in the failure 
of Aramaic to distinguish direct and indirect object. This could lead to, 
Daily the Lord added greatly to the saved. (35) 
The earliest church had such profound quality, that the Lord hmself brought in new 
converts and added them greatly to the church. The brief study of Acts 2:41-47 shows 
God’s prescription for church health and growth. Of course one should not conclude that 
the early Church did not have problems or sicknesses. It experienced them like any other 
church. Peter L. Steinke confirms, ”The early Church experienced various forms of  
illness, but was healthy” (59). 
If a church would build the same quality characteristics (empowered from above, 
Spirit-filled evangelistic preaching, godly leadership, spiritual disciplines, fellowship of 
love, reverence to Christian sacraments, joyful worship, home groups organization, and 
ministry in love), God will take care of church growth by himself. “For there is no respect 
of persons with God” (Rom. 2: 1 1 , AV). He loves his church today not less than 2,000 
years ago; therefore, the church may be healthy and growing today, and it should be. 
Church Growth 
McGavran has long been considered the father of the church growth movement. 
In addition to McGavran, a list of experts in church growth would include, but should not 
be limited to, Win and Charles Am, Allan Tippett, Carl George, Eddie Gibbs, Joe 
Harding, George G. Hunter, 111, Bill Sullivan, and C. Peter Wagner (Wagner, Stratedes 
for Church Growth 227). 
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Brief History of Church Growth 
In the middle 1 9 3 0 ~ ~  Methodist Bishop Jarrell Waskom Pickett placed in 
McGavran’s heart a passion for the growth of the church. McGavran published his first 
book on church growth entitled Bridges of God in 1955. He drew from his experiences in 
the mission field and brought his ideas to national and international attention (Wagner, 
Your Church 13). In 1961 he began the first institute for church growth. He established 
the World School of Evangelism at Fuller Theological Seminary when he moved there in 
1965. His early colIeagues in the movement and at Fuller were Allan Tippett, C. Peter 
Wagner, Arthur Glasser, and Ralph Winter (Schaller 14-1 7). 
The theological foundation of the church growth movement rests on Matthew 
28: 19-20. In his book How Churches Grow, McGavran states that church growth 
movement is a pure response to the Great Commission. He says, “The opportunity is not 
to carry out church and mission work but to church the unresponsive unchurched 
[original emphasis] in as great numbers and as rapidly as it’s possible‘’ (5). Even today 
many ministers still believe that spiritual growth of Chnstians is the main goal of the 
church. McGavran addresses this issue: 
In America today many Christians are interested solely in perfecting 
existing Chnstians and not in finding the lost and discipling them. This is 
a mistake. Mind you, I am all for Christians being better Christians. We 
should act more justly, and have more love for each other; nevertheless, no 
amount of loving each other and treating each other more justly is really 
going to help the church grow very much. You have to go out where the 
lost sheep are. You’ve got to search for them in the right ravines, then get 
near them and persuade them to come into the fold. We need both 
discipling and perfecting. (80) 
In 1970 McGavran published the book that would become the classic textbook of the 
church growth movement: Understanding; Church Growth. It launched a flood of church 
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growth books. McGavran talks about culture-sensitive preaching when the gospel is 
spread among people within the same subculture. The goal is to remove the cultural 
barriers that hinder people to hear and receive the message (410-1 1). 
McGavran and Hunter list four types of growth: 
1. 
or spiritual maturity. 
2. 
new members. Expansion growth can happen biologically (members 
having children), through transfers fi-om other churches, or through 
conversions of unbelievers. 
3. Extension growth. This is when a congregation reaches a group of 
people outside of its normal cultural or geographic area by starting branch 
churches targeted for a specific people group. 
4. 
Internal growth. This is growth in the congregation’s quality, depth, 
Expansion growth. This occurs when the congregation brings in 
Bridging growth. This is what we commonly think of as missions. 
(3  1-32) 
Definition of Church Growth 
Wagner gives a widely accepted definition of church growth: 
Church growth is that discipline which investigates the nature, expansion, 
planting, multiplication, function, and health of Christian churches as they 
relate to the effective implementation of God’s commission to “make 
disciples of all peoples.” (1 14) 
Wagner believes the strong biblical roots of church growth are founded on the words of 
Jesus who said, “For the Son of Man came to seek and to save what was lost” (Luke 
19: 10, NIV) and on God’s will because he is “not wanting anyone to perish, but everyone 
to come to repentance” (2 Pet. 3:9); (Your Church 39). 
Complexity of Church Growth 
McGavran acknowledges that church growth is complex: 
Very many kinds of church growth are found in the world today, each 
varying from people to people, from time to time, and from denomination 
to denomination. Understanding the nature of church growth is impossible 
unless the student apprehends the many different types and their various 
stages. (Understandiw Church Growth 8) 
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Every human being is a mystery. Even more so, the church is a mystery because it 
consists of many human beings. Additionally the complexity of modem culture and 
society should be considered. Anderson states that modem society is becoming 
increasingly complex “having multiple variables” (Leadership 53). Modern society puts 
more and more stress on people. They constantly compete in sports, business, and school. 
Families and even many churches also find themselves engaged in competition (96). 
In the area of church growth so many thmgs should work together in harmony in order to 
have good steady results. The subject can not be reduced to any simple formula or 
algorithm . 
Critics of Church Growth 
The church growth movement is not without its critics. For example, in Natural 
Church Development Schwarz attacks the simplistic approach to church growth. He says, 
“Natural church development means bidding farewell to superficial pragmatism, to 
simplistic cause-and-effect logic, to a fixation with quantity, to manipulative marketing 
methods, and to questionable ‘can-do’ attitudes” (14). 
Schwarz‘s comments highlight one of the major criticism of the church 
growth movement, namely that it had given too much emphasis to numbers and methods. 
The emphasis on the numerical aspect of church growth, has created a great pressure on 
some pastors to “produce results or hit the road” (Hemphill 8). The most important issue 
is God’s supernatural empowering of the church. God is the one who brings growth, 
not men. Hemphill says that an attempt to produce church growth through a method 
is “an attempt to do supernatural work through natural power” (1 1). 
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Schwarz actively fights this approach in his landmark work Natural Church 
Development: 
To many Christian people the church growth movement seems to present 
simplistic rules and principles “that don’t work in the real world anyway.” 
From their point of view, mere people are trying in their own strength to 
do what only God can do. Whether or not this impression is right, it is 
the image the church growth movement has in the eyes of many 
believers-a technocratic endeavor through and through, even in those 
cases where the spiritual aspect is emphasized. (6) 
The implication is that the movement is so technical that it uses technical methods to 
produce spiritual results. In Hemphill’s view, church growth tends to deal with symptoms 
instead of the illness of the church: “As long as we continue to talk only about symptoms, 
we will persist in thinking we can heal the sickness with another new program, method, 
or model” (1 0). Another criticism of the church growth movement is that it has not made 
any notable difference in percentage growth. Charles Arn observes that “most churches 
older than 30 years are having little or no impact in reaching unchurched people” (8). The 
worship attendance in most of these churches has plateaued or is in decline. 
Church Health 
Church health and growth are closely related but not synonymous. In order to 
grow the church in a complex society a holistic approach should be used. One of the 
persons to speak to this topic was Warren. In 1995 he wrote The Purpose Driven Church, 
which made a profound impact on a vast number of churches worldwide. He writes that 
the pastors’ job is not to create purposes, but to discover and reach them (98). The 
theological foundation of Warren’s book lays on the Great Commandment to love the 
Lord and neighbor (Matt. 22:37-40) and the Great Commission (Matt. 28:19-20). God- 
given purposes of the church have their source in these two texts. The five purposes of 
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the church are: worship, ministry, evangelism, fellowship of love, and discipleship (1 03- 
106). Warren believes, “A great commitment to the Great Commandment and the Great 
Commission will grow a great church” (1 02). The early Church demonstrated the same 
five elements. Warren calls every church leader to “begin to look at everything your 
church does through the lenses of these five New Testament purposes” (80). The key to 
success is to find a balance of all these principles. Pastors are tempted to develop one or 
two ministry areas where they are the most gifted, but a balance is what is needed most. 
Warren proclaims, “A balanced church will be a healthy church” (1 28). 
Other authors are in agreement with Warren that church growth primarily depends 
on church health. Steinke says, “To talk about a healthy congregation is to talk about a 
congregation from an organic perspective. Only organisms can be said to be healthy or 
diseased‘’ (viii). The fact is that health and growth go together. 
The Bible also describes the Church from an organic perspective. The apostle 
Paul talks about the Church as the body: “Now you are the body of Christ, and each one 
of you is a part of it” (1 Cor. 12:27). This metaphor is used thirty-seven times in the 
New Testament and emphasizes the organic nature of the Church. Another organic 
metaphor for the Church Paul uses in 1 Corinthians 3:6: “I planted the seed, Apollos 
watered it, but God made it grow.” Paul compares the organic process of growth with 
the church growth. 
Schwarz also uses an organic metaphor. He quotes the words of Jesus recorded in 
Mark 4:27, “All by itself the soil produces grain”. He uses the plant metaphor as a 
description of the church. Schwarz says that most commentators agree that this “by 
itself’ holds the key to understanding the parable. The term in Greek is automate and 
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literatal translation is “automatic.” He concludes, “Thus this passage from Mark 
explicitly speaks about “growth automatisms!” (Natural Church Development 12). 
Thus, Schwarz proves from the Bible that church growth is an organic process. 
Steinke also speaks to this issue. In Healthy Conaegations, he uses a systems 
approach to examine the church. He compares different disciplines (medicine, family 
systems theory) with the health of a congregation. Steinke defines health as a process: 
“Health is a continuous process, the ongoing interplay of multiple forces and conditions” 
(vii). Health means all the parts are interacting to function as a whole and to maintain 
balance. Health is not the absence of disease. In fact, some disease is needed to build 
the immune system. Without certain diseases, health is not possible (viii). 
Natural Church Development 
Schwarz leads a pioneering research with the organic approach to the church in 
his Natural Church Development. Schwarz’s study revealed a number of interesting 
observations. 
First, eight quality characteristics of the church exist that can be proven not only 
theoretically or theologxally but also statistically. These are 
1. empowering leadership, 
2. inspiring worship, 
3.  gift-oriented ministry, 
4. holistic small groups, 
5.  passionate spirituality, 
6. need-oriented evangelism, 
7. functional structures, and 
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8. loving relationships. 
Each characteristic is identified by a noun and a modifying adjective. The adjectives 
help to identify the qualitative aspect of each of the areas. 
Second, the scientifically reliable method of church testing was designed to 
allow a church to receive its quality profile after completing thirty test forms. 
Schwarz and his team developed the most reliable, objective method of church 
quality diagnostics. Hundreds of churches worldwide are utilizing this tool. 
Third, according to the statistics, a significant difference in qualitative characteristics 
between growing and nongrowing churches exists. Growing churches have higher 
quality characteristics than nongrowing. Nevertheless, this rule had several 
exceptions. Some churches in the study experienced numerical growth in spite of the 
lack of health. Schwarz speculates that this growth could be due to effective 
marketing or contextual factors (Natural Church Development 39). 
Fourth, Schwarz was not able to find a single exception among more than a 
thousand churches from thirty-two different countries: if a church has all eight quality 
characteristics at a level higher or equal to sixty-five, then it is a growing church. 
The number sixty-five comes from the comparison of the testing church with the 
national church database. If a church can increase its quality up to this level, it will 
grow automatically. This fact became the biggest sensation of the Natural Church 
Development research (Natural Church Development 39). 
Fifth, the research suggests that no one single factor leads to church growth; 
growth is the natural result of the balance of all eight factors (38). Just as a barrel 
holds no more water than its shortest stave, a church’s growth is limited by its 
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weakest characteristic (52). Schwarz says that higher church attendance is not the 
ultimate goal, it is rather the by-product of improved quality. “Because increased 
church attendance is the natural result of higher quality, it follows that monitoring 
attendance can serve as a strategic instrument for ‘success control”’ (45). 
Sixth, the interesting result is that bigger is not always better. Larger churches 
generally showed worse figures in each of the health characteristics. Even more 
significant is the relative growth rates of large and small churches. With increased 
size comes a decrease in growth rate. Larger churches reach a smaller percentage of 
people for Christ than do smaller churches. For example, two churches with fifty 
people in worship attendance will win more than twice as many new people as one 
with a hundred in attendance (Natural Church Development 47). Schwarz is a strong 
advocate of church planting. 
Seventh, Schwarz has not only developed a way to diagnose the weakest 
quality factor of a church but also wrote materials on how a church should deal with 
it. Each church is a living organism and not a robot that can be manufactured by a 
technocratic plan. Schwarz suggests considering the following six biotic principles to 
work on quality characteristics: 
1. interdependence, 
2. mu1 tipli cati on, 
3. energy transformation, 
4. multiusage, 
5. symbiosis, and 
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6. functionality. 
The biotic principles aim to do the following two things: 
1 gradually remove processes that block “automatic growth” and 
2 introduce initiatives that promote ccautomatic growth.” 
Whereas the quality characteristics indicate what needs to be addressed, the biotic 
principles are concerned with how a church addresses the quality characteristics. 
The idea that church growth is not just a numerical game and that, for a 
healthy church, growth should come naturally is not new, of course. For example, 
Gary L. McIntosh says, “Church growth is a journey-not a destination” (1 13). The 
numbers of the membership itself is not to be the goal. Successful churches in the 
Bible are not defined by numbers. Biblical goals are to glorify God, to love people, 
to preach the gospel, and to make disciples. The growth comes naturally when 
Christians are devoted to those goals. As church leaders invest energy, time, and 
resources in the pursuit of these goals, growth will happen on its own accord as a by- 
product of their investments (1 14). 
Natural Church Development Characteristics 
Schwarz’s Natural Church Development, with its eight quality characteristics, has 
proven to be foundational in the church health movement. Following is the brief 
overview of the NCD characteristics. 
Empowering Leadership 
Henry and Richard Blackaby give a good definition of spiritual leadership: 
“Spiritual leadership is moving people on to God’s agenda” (20). They assert that 
spiritual leadership is not identical to leadership in general. While spiritual leadership 
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involves many of the same principles as general leadership, spiritual leadership has 
certain distinctive qualities. The following are five distinctive elements of spiritual 
leadership according to Blackabys: 
1. The spiritual leader’s task is to move people from where they are to where 
God wants them to be. 
2. Spiritual leaders depend on the Holy Spirit. 
3. Spiritual leaders are accountable to God. 
4. Spiritual leaders can influence all people, not just God’s people. 
5. Spiritual leaders work from God’s agenda (20-23). 
Spiritual church leaders look at all members as potential ministers rather than 
carrying all the ministry by themselves. The biblical foundation of the mobilized laity 
rests on the concept of holy priesthood of all believers: ‘‘[Y~OU also, like living stones, are 
being built into a spiritual house to be a holy priesthood, offering spiritual sacrifices 
acceptable to God through Jesus Christ” (1 Pet. 2 5 ) .  
Schwarz asserts, “Leaders of growing churches concentrate on empowering other 
Christians for ministry” (Natural Church Development 22). He reports that among fifteen 
variables related to leadership, the factor with the strongest correlation to the overall 
quality and growth of a church is the readiness to accept help from the outside. Good 
leaders can overcome their limitations by empowering others for the works of the 
ministry. They invest the majority of their time and energy into discipleship, delegation, 
and multiplication, and by doing so they release the unlimited potential in ministry (23). 
Throughout history the pendulum has swung back and forth between the church being lay 
led and clergy led. R. Paul Stevens is a strong advocate of lay ministry: 
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Throughout almost all of its history the church has been composed of two 
categories of people: those who “do” ministry and those to whom it is 
”done.” Lay people are the object not the subject of ministry. They receive 
it, pay for it, promote it and perhaps even aspire it. But they never quite 
become ministers for reasons that are deep in the church’s soul: 
theological reasons . . - structural and cultural reasons. (3) 
Stevens goes so far as to suggest eliminating the terms laity and clergy, combining them 
into the office of the people of God, Zaos in Greek: 
When you enter the church today there are two “peoples”-laity, who 
receive the ministry, and “clergy” who give it. But when we enter the 
world of the New Testament we find only one people, the true “laos” of 
God, with leaders among the people. (26) 
Healthy churches help mobilize their laity for mission. They help each person discover 
and use their unique gifts for ministry. They honor each person’s gifts and recognize that 
everyone is needed to fulfill the mission of the church. Saddleback Community Church in 
California has four pillars for every member ministry that includes the following: every 
believer is a minister; every ministry is important; everyone is dependent on each other; 
and, ministry is the expression of the way God made individuals (Warren 367). 
Churches need to make many opportunities for laity involvement in the life of the 
church as well as even encouraging members to work beyond the local church in 
ministry. People must be given the freedom to establish new ministries if their giftedness 
leads them in that direction. 
Jeff Patton tells an exciting story of a small congregation turnaround. He asked a 
question, “Why was it so deeply rooted in the church that pastors are the only people 
able to do ministry?” Patton affirms the following from his positive turnaround 
experience: 
This had to change. It is not helpful. It is not biblical. It no longer works. 
The challenge before me was to change this attitude in this local 
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congregation and to free up each believer to live in the excitement and 
joy of sharing the good news of Jesus. (98) 
The laity of the congregation will not mobilize themselves. They need the 
encouragement, support, and training of the leaders in the local church and first of all- 
the senior pastor. A healthy church will put the processes in place to help facilitate the 
training and sending out of lay people to perform the work of God in the world. One of 
the primary tasks of the senior pastor is to equip lay people for ministry. A good exampIe 
of this principle is Warren’s church. 
Inspiring Worship 
Worship is the expression of love for God, which, as Jesus commanded, should 
involve all heart, mind, and physical strength: “Love the Lord your God with all your 
heart and with all your soul and with all your mind” (Matt. 22:37). 
Schwarz assures that inspiring worship is another divine growth automatism. If 
worship is inspiring, the people will be drawn to the services. Opposition to this 
characteristic often comes from the people who go to church to fulfill their “duty“ to God 
or the pastor and never from those who have a joyous and inspiring experience (Natural 
Church Development 3 1). 
A church can be compared to an apple. The core represents the power of the 
church-the ministry of the Holy Spirit. The flesh of the apple corresponds to the 
ministry of all the church members. Finally, the colorful skin stands for the joyful 
celebration of all the members. 
The service can be inspiring only through the presence and manifestations of the 
Holy Spirit. His action should define both the form of the service and its atmosphere. If a 
church service is held in an interesting and anointed way, people will love to visit it again 
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and again. Christian thinking of a church as a boring but “holy” routine is very dangerous 
sign. It means that the church service is far away from where God intended it to be 
(Schwarz, Natural Church Development 30). Unfortunately, in many cases modem 
churches fail to obey the first commandment. Sally Morganthaler says, “We are 
producing a generation of spectators, religious onlookers lacking, in many cases, any 
memory of a true encounter with God” (1 7). 
The sociologists of religion say that small groups can not cover all church 
members’ needs. Hunter says that church people “also need vision, strength, hope, and 
contagion that are uniquely available in the large celebration” (Church 114). Worshp is 
not a one-way street; it involves two-way communication between believers and God. 
The church has great responsibility of helping people enter into communion with God 
through worship. 
George Barna found an alarming discrepancy between people’s understanding of 
worship and how the Bible speaks about worship. When he asked church attendees to 
define the meaning of worship, he learned that 36 percent provided a reasonable 
assessment of what worship means, 25 percent provided answers that were too generic to 
evaluate, and 39 percent offered explanations that were clearly erroneous. Barna’s 
conclusions were that “a substantial portion of the worship population-perhaps even a 
majority of it-appears to be unclear about what it is they venture to the church to 
accomplish each weekend’’ (1 02). 
The early Church as described in Acts placed a high priority on the experience of 
worship. Robert E. Webber states that for the early Church believers, worship was a 
spiritual reality that they experienced almost daily: 
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[Tlhe primary purpose of worship is to experience faith in the community 
of worship in such a way that the Christian faith is not merely known 
intellectually, but experienced as a reality. In this kind of worship, the 
Christian faith is taught by being caught. (89) 
Worship in its essence is the response of the creation to the Creator. 
Worship has two dimensions-vertical relationship with God and fellowship with 
others believers. The vertical aspect of worship is successful when people learn how to 
please God in everyday activity. Worship here is “making God happy.’’ At the same time, 
true worship also calls God’s people to draw closer to one another. If people go into a 
worship service of total strangers, worship will not be as free and expressive as it could 
be if they sensed the warmth, acceptance, and support of a family group (Law 52). 
Twenty-first century people are quite spiritual. They want to do more than just 
intellectually investigate the words of Chnst. They want to meet Christ and Christ 
himself (Morganthaler 59). People are looking for experiential truth, a supernatural 
experience, and relationship with a living God. 
Worship is spontaneous. The Spirit moves where he wishes (John 3:8). In the 
same way, worship is spontaneous where it flows with the Spirit. In the Pentecostal 
movement, spontaneous manifestations are a normal part of worship. “Quaker worship is 
spontaneity itself, though it exemplifies the need for a self-disciplined fieedom for 
spontaneity to bear its best h i t ”  (White 30). 
A healthy balance should exist between worship formulas and unplanned elements 
that only spontaneity can provide (White 3 1). For the most part, the Greek word 
pvoskuneo, translated in the New Testament as “worship,” suggests spontaneity. 
Inspiring worship plays an important role in the twenty-first-century church. 
Worship, at its best, can strike that balance needed between God-honoring planning of 
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worship and an air of expectation that the Spirit will move in the worship service. The 
Church cannot simply ignore two thousand years of tradition, nor can it afford to ignore 
the new movement of God in the world and the Church (Law 50). 
Gift-Oriented Ministry 
hurches need to help members discover their ministries, to find and use their gifts. A 
process needs to be in place in the local church to help match people with their 
corresponding gifts. Each member must be equipped, coached, and encouraged in order 
to fulfill his or her calling. 
Schwarz says, “When Christians serve in their area of giftedness, they generalIy 
function less in their own strength and more in the power of the Holy Spirit. Thus 
ordinary people can accomplish the extraordinary! ” (Natural Church Development 24). 
He adds, “The gift-oriented approach reflects the conviction that God sovereignly 
determines which Christians should best assume which positions” (24). At the same time 
many churches are more preoccupied with inner conflicts than ministering to the needs of 
the people. 
Gift-oriented ministry emphasizes the need for Christians to serve and minister in 
an area in which they are specifically gifted. The biblical basis behind this characteristic 
of church health is 1 Peter 4:lO: “Each one should use whatever gift he has received to 
serve others, faithhlly administering God’s grace in its various forms.” God gives gifts to 
every believer to be used to build up the body of Christ. 
Unfortunately, many churches do not consider what people’s gifts are. The result 
is that in many cases laypeople and staff members are frustrated and/or burned out 
(McKee 53). 
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In truth, God never designed ministry to be a burden, an unpleasant labor that 
people feel moral obligation to fulfill. The gift-oriented m i n i s t r y  brings content, 
happiness, and joy. 
The real role of leadership in the church is to help people discover their gifts and 
enter into fiuitful ministry: “And he gave some, apostles; and some, prophets; and some, 
evangelists; and some, pastors and teachers; For the perfecting of the saints, for the work 
of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ” (Eph. 4:ll-12). 
Stevens writes that people must be given the freedom to establish new ministries 
if their giftedness leads them in that direction: 
The New Testament opens up a world of universal giftedness, universal 
empowerment of the people of God through the gift of the Holy Spirit, 
universal ministry, and the universal experience of the call of God by all 
the people of God. (32) 
Pastors are used to encouraging their congregations to be involved in the church 
programs and ministries; however, they have to encourage the people of God to do much 
more-to make their marketplace their ministry. 
Warren, pastor of Saddleback Valley Community Church, has developed a 
program that helps members of his church to find their gifts and the kind of ministry in 
which they should be involved. The name of his program is SHAPE. SHAPE is an 
acronym, which stands for spiritual gifts, heart, abilities, personality, and experiences. 
Warren believes that when a person’s SHAPE matches the ministry in which he or she is 
involved, that person will be most effective and fulfilled in ministry (375). 
Galloway, founding pastor of New Hope Community Church, uses the principle 
of gift-oriented ministry. Galloway says, “We not only release but train and equip our lay 
people to do the spiritual work of the ministry in the lives of people. Their work ... makes 
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the difference between hell and heaven, life and death, brokenness and wholeness” (20120 
Vision 144). Truly people in the church can be satisfied only when they are actively 
involved in ministry and when this ministry corresponds to their God-given gifts and 
talents. 
Holistic Small Groups 
Many authors view small group ministry as the essential part of healthy churches 
(e.g., Wagner; Hemphill; Macchia; Schwarz). Schwarz sees “holistic small groups” as the 
most critical of all the quality characteristics (Natural Church Develoument 33). The 
emphasis here is on the holistic nature of the small groups. These goups are more than 
just Bible studies. In holistic small groups, all the needs of an individual believer are 
being met. “Healthy small groups combine evangelism, spiritual nurture, and calling to 
service” (George 59). 
Schwarz says they must be “holistic” small groups that go beyond simply 
discussing Bible passages to applying the biblical message to daily life. Members of these 
groups are encouraged to bring up and deal with issues of personal concern. Small groups 
are even more important to the personal growth of a Christian than attending worship 
services. In growing churches small groups are much more than a supplement because 
much of the essence of true church life is done in small groups. Schwarz writes that the 
larger the church, the more decisive the small group principle will be with respect to 
further growth (Natural Church Development 32-33). 
A small group should be a place where all five purposes of the church are being 
reached: worship, evangelism, fellowship, discipleship, training, and service. Galloway 
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says the four basic purposes of small groups are evangelism, discipleship, shepherding, 
and service (Small Group Book 61). 
Yoido Full Gospel Church in Seoul, Korea, has grown larger by becoming smaller 
utilizing the meta-church model. They now claim (spring 2000) 850,000 contributing 
members, making it the largest church in the world. Ten to twenty people make up a cell 
group and are led by over 55,000 home-group leaders (George 22). 
The small group ministry relies “on the ability to identify and develop qualified 
leaders to shepherd little flocks of believers and reach out to strays who need Christ” 
(Donahue 14). The training of home group leaders is one of the challenges for a healthy 
church. Without quality leaders the whole concept of holistic small groups will be no 
more than a good wish. 
Passionate Spirituality 
Schwarz’s surveys have revealed that the inspiring prayer life of Christians is directly 
related to passionate spirituality. Same was true for personal Bible study and other 
spiritual disciplines. This quality characteristic is not dependent on charismatic or 
noncharismatic spiritual persuasions or on specific liturgical and non-liturgical spiritual 
practices (such as spiritual warfare). Schwarz puts the most influencing factor in a 
question form, “Are the Christians in this church on fire? Do they practice their faith with 
joy and enthusiasm?” (Natural Church Development 26). Passionate spirituality is a 
complete, heartfelt commitment to prayer and a joyful faith with a lifestyle of genuine 
relationship with Jesus (27). 
Scott McKee gives his definition of passionate spirituality: 
Passionate spirituality begins with recognizing the God who builds the 
Church and causes things to happen. Healthy churches seek God and his 
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power and direction. Characteristics of passionate spirituality include 
hunger for revival, inspiring times of prayer, renewed interest in spiritual 
disciplines, and a raised sense of expectation. (56) 
The spiritual discipline practices of church members proved to be strongly correlated to 
their perception of church health. McKee reports in his dissertation, “The results of this 
study demonstrate a positive relationship between healthy people and healthy churches” 
(105). An interest and excitement about practicing the spiritual disciplines (prayer, Bible 
study, fasting, confession, and faith sharing) are the vital characteristics of a healthy 
church. When a church is spiritually passionate, that passion will flow through the entire 
congregation. 
John Wesley described Methodism as passionate spirituality: 
The essence of it is holiness of heart and life. And as long as they are 
joined together in the people called Methodists, no weapon formed against 
them shall prosper. But if even the circumstantial parts are despised, the 
essential will soon be lost. And if ever the essential parts should evaporate, 
what remains will be dung and dross. (529) 
Jesus proclaimed the greatest commandment, “Love the Lord your God with all your 
heart and with all your soul and with all your mind” (Matt. 22:37). Here is the essence of 
healthy passionate spirituality. Fee says, “The local church is God’s temple in the 
community where it is placed; and it is so by the presence of the Spirit alone, by whom 
God has now revisited his people” (1 9). 
In the book of Acts, passionate spirituality was powehlly present in the churches 
at Jerusalem, Antioch, and Ephesus. The growth and health of a church are supernatural 
events. They are more than good formulas or theories; they are God working 
supernaturally in the lives of his people. Stephen A. Seamands says, ‘Wherever God’s 
presents comes, the people are either gone or set on fire.’‘ 
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Every Chnstian leader is aware of the remarkable, even unprecedented, church 
growth in South Korea. Koreans themselves give much credit for that growth to the early 
morning prayer meetings. Kim Sam-Hwan, the pastor of the large Myung Sung Church, 
connects early prayer meetings and growth of the church: 
Church growth has truly been through early morning prayer meetings. 
Thus we can establish an equation that “early morning prayer meeting = 
church growth.” I can attribute the growth of our church only to the grace 
of God. I emphasized to my congregation the importance of gathering at 
church early in the morning to pray, and my congregation realized its 
importance from their own experience. This became the catalyst for the 
growth of our church . . . I can say from my own pastoral experience that 
the early morning prayer meeting is the driving force of church growth. 
We have focused our prayer on solving our real life’s problems, and this 
has proved to be successful. (99) 
In fact Koreans did not invent the prayer passion. Scripture gives many examples of early 
morning prayers in the lives of biblical characters: Jesus (Mark 1 :35), Abraham (Gen. 
19:27), Jacob (Gen. 28:18), Moses (Exod. 24:4), David (Ps. 57:8, 108:2), and Hezekiah 
(2 Chron. 29:20). 
Richard J. Foster, a well-known spiritual formation teacher and author, proclaims 
the transformation power of prayer: 
Prayer changes things . . . It also changes us. The latter goal is the more 
imperative. The primary purpose of prayer is to bring us into such a life of 
communion with the Father that, by the power of the Spirit, we are 
increasingly conformed to the image of the Son. This process of 
transformation is the sole focus of Formation Prayer. (Prayer 58) 
The mystery of prayer as intimacy with the Lord can do the most desirable for every 
genuine Christian miracle-the transformation into the image of Christ. That’s why 
prayer was and is at the heart of every work of God on this planet. 
Wagner discuses the emerging modern apostolic movement, which is not bound 
by any denomination but consists of many churches obedient to their call: 
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Prayer in new apostolic churches has taken forms rarely seen in traditional 
congregations. Some of this takes place within the church and some takes 
place outside the church. The actual number of prayer times and the 
cumulative number of minutes spent in prayer during the worship service 
of new apostolic churches far exceed the prayer time of the average 
traditional church. (New Apostolic Reformation 95) 
New spiritual hunger is sweeping through many churches in various denominations 
today. Prayer has a vital part in the movement. 
Schwarz states that the quality and the growth of a church is more dependant on 
the quality of prayer (how inspiring and real the prayer experience is) than on the amount 
of time devoted to prayer (Natural Church Development 26). 
Galloway believes that persistent prayer is an important factor for healthy churches to 
grow: 
Prayer is the breadth and depth of a Christian life. Every study of growing 
churches reveals that the dynamic churches-where it is happening-have 
in common the fact that prayer has a central place in their ministry. No 
church can begin to accomplish what God is calling them to do without a 
power center of prayer. It is simple. You cannot do God’s work without 
God. Yet, so many of us keep on trying to do it on our own. Things really 
begin to happen when we pray! (20/20 Vision 57) 
The disciplines of prayer and the Word are central ones to build 
Need-Oriented Evangelism 
Schwarz believes the key issue for a healthy church is to focus their evangelistic 
efforts on the needs of non-Christians. He writes, “it is the task of every Christian to use 
his or her gifts to serve non-Christians with whom one has a personal relationship, to see 
to it that they hear the gospel, and to encourage contact with the local church” (Natural 
Church Development 35). Rather than focusing on methods that tend to be mechanical, 
need-oriented evangelism focuses on cultivating loving relationships with non-Chnstians. 
Schwarz reports that according to his research, only about 10 percent of all Christians 
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have the specific gift of evangelism, and only a tiny fraction of them use the gift on the 
regular basis (34-35). 
The studies in this area by Wagner also show that as a rule of thumb an average of 
10 percent of church members have that gift. At the same time only about one-half of 1 
percent are actively using it. The other 9.5 percent either do not know about their gift or 
simply do not use it. Wagner suggests that the focus of attention for mobilization of the 
basic evangelistic potential of the church should be on those 9.5 percent of the members 
who have the gift of evangelism but who are not using it (Your Church 79). 
When Jesus sent out his disciples, he gave them instructions on how to reach the 
lost: “Heal the sick, raise the dead, cleanse those who have leprosy, drive out demons. 
Freely you have received, freely give” (Matt. 10:8). Jesus told them to start their ministry 
by focusing on the felt needs of the people. He conducted his ministry in the same way: 
healed the sick, fed the hungry, gave sight to the blind, cast out demons, and so on. Jesus 
always began with the felt needs of the people around him. 
For years, Hunter dealt with the question of effective communication of the 
Christian faith to the growing numbers of secular people (How to Reach Secular People 
13). His answer is the “apostolic” church. According to Hunter, effective apostolic 
congregations know the importance of 
1. understanding that people who are not disciples are lost; 
2. understanding that lost people matter to God; 
3. understanding that church is primarily a mission to lost people, not primarily a 
gathered colony of the faithful; 
4. having high expectations for their people; 
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5. changing some things and preserving others; 
6. loving and liking secular people; 
7. accepting unchurched people; 
8. using music that secular people understand; 
9. starting new congregations; and, 
10. involvement in world mission (144-54). 
Hunter goes on to explain that when effective apostolic congregations evangelize 
they 
1. research the community and the unchurched population, 
2. “profile” their target population, 
3. define a clear mission and plan for the future, 
4. develop and implement a strategy for reaching unchurched people, 
5. deploy their laity in ministry, 
6. train their people for Christian witness, 
7. offer a “seeker sensitive” Sunday worship service, 
8. challenge people to commit their lives, 
9. open their hearts to the presence and power of God, and 
10. want other churches to join them in reaching out to secular peopIe (How to 
Reach Secular Peode 154-69). 
The mission statement of the Vineyard Community Church in Cincinnati, Ohio, is “Small 
things done with great love will change the world” (Sjogren, Conspiracv of Kindness 17). 
Love is the essence of what Pastor Steve Sjogren calls “servant evangelism.” He defines 
it as “demonstrating the kindness of God by offering to do some act of humble service 
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with no strings attached” (17-1 8). Pastor Sjogren is widely known for his “toilet-cleaning 
ministry.” Members of his church are involved in hundreds of services including washing 
windshields, wrapping presents in shopping malls, giving away drinks in public parks, 
mowing lawns and raking leaves, loading bags of groceries, and providing Eree tutoring 
for students. They believe words of love should follow deeds of love (23). 
In the context of modem Russia, need-oriented evangelism is especially important 
because many people consider evangelical Christians as members of a cult. The ministry 
to the needs of the people is what opens them up to hear the gospel. For example, alcohol 
and drug rehabilitation ministry is becoming more and more popular in many evangelical 
churches primary because the need is great and desperate and addicted people generally 
are willing to receive help. 
Functional Structures 
Schwarz says, “One of the biggest barriers to recognizing the significance of 
structure for church development is the widespread view that ‘structure’ and ‘life’ are 
opposites” (Natural Church DeveloDment 29). He believes that even in creatiorf a close 
connection exists between structure and life. Life and form come together. Whenever 
God pours out his Spirit into the Church, he gives it certain structure and form (29). Form 
is natural. The difference between a living body and dust is not in the elements itself but 
in their organization. 
The biblical principle behind this quality characteristic comes from Luke 5: “And 
no one pours new wine into old wineskins. If he does, the new wine will burst the skins, 
the wine will run out and the wineskins will be ruined. No, new wine must be poured into 
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new wineskins’’ (Schwarz, Natural Church Development 37-38). New and growing 
ministries (new wine) require new structures (new wine skins). 
The body of Chnst also has some similarities with a corporation. Certain 
structures are needed in order to exist as a corporation. The word for administration in 1 
Corinthians 12:28 and Romans 12:8 is kubernesis. The word is translated as leading, 
governing, ruling, or organizing. “Scripture is not anti-structure; it is a matter of priority” 
(Taylor 46). 
Howard A. Snyder says that “the structure is not the church, just as the wineskin 
is not the wine” (Community 138-39). Structure is necessary for the church to exist and 
carry out its mission just as a skeleton is necessary for the body to move around. Talking 
about the problem of wine skins, Snyder asserts that “church buildings, then, witness to 
the immobility, inflexibility, lack of fellowship, pride and class divisions in the modem 
church” (73). Snyder argues that churches should do away with buildings altogether and 
meet in small groups in homes and rented facilities for large corporate worship services. 
He argues that healthy churches must not be edifice centered. 
In a way, Warren agrees with Snyder. As his church grew over its first fifteen 
years, they never owned a single building. They met in small groups and in rented 
facilities such as restaurants, office buildings, schools, bank buildings, recreation centers, 
theaters, and community centers. The church grew to over ten thousand members before 
owning its first building (45-46). Warren says, “A building, or lack of a building, should 
never be allowed to become a barrier to a wave of growth. People are more important 
than property” (46). Owning a building should never become a purpose of a church if it 
wants to stay healthy. Healthy churches are concentrated on five biblical purposes: 
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worship, evangelism, fellowship, maturity, and ministry. Material possessions have never 
been included in biblical purposes for the church. 
Barna’ s research in user-fiiendly churches talks about effective structures: 
Although successful churches did not utilize a common structure, they did 
share a common philosophy: The ministry is not called to fit the church’s 
structure; the structure exists to further effective ministry. These churches 
had a keen sense of direction and purpose. ... Their top priority was to 
achieve their ministry goals. If the organizational charts and structural 
procedures inhibited such ministry, they would cautiously but willingly 
work around the barriers. They were not about to let a man-made system 
hinder their ability to take advantage of a God-given opportunity to 
change lives for the Kingdom. ._. The structures they used had been 
developed, accepted, implemented, reevaluated and upgraded. At all 
times, the focus was upon ministry, not structure. (137-38) 
Healthy churches are flexible. Snyder insists that “structures should always be understood 
as not being the essence of the church, and therefore as being subject to revision, 
adaptation, or even dissolution” (Problem 125). 
Schwarz also mentions that structures need to be flexible like the structure of a 
living organism: “Functionalism and structuralism are not polarities or enemies, but they 
must be held in a certain degree of tension, with the former always holding the upper 
hand and being the determining force” (Paradim Shift 172). Structures must also be both 
horizontal and vertical in nature. Horizontal structures are relational in nature and 
promote better relations between people. The vertical structural element is the 
governance aspect of the church that provides order and organization (Malphurs 89). 
Snyder suggests three things for evaluating a church’s structure. First, it must be 
biblically valid. The church’s structure must be compatible with the message and nature 
of the gospel and not contrary to the biblical example. Second, a church’s structure must 
be culturally vital. It must be compatible with the culture in which it exists. Third, a 
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church’s structure must be flexible. An openness and willingness to change the structures 
of the church must exist (Community 140-43). If a structure ceases to bring forth good 
h i t ,  it should be eliminated or changed. 
Loving Relationships 
The quality characteristic of loving relationships reflects the functioning and 
relating of the church together as the family of God’s children. Taylor defines community 
as “the expression of the Christian life in the context of relationships” (28). Schwarz’s 
research indicates “there is a highly significant relationship between the ability of a 
church to demonstrate love and its long-term growth potential” (Natural Church 
Development 36). Schwarz discovers a clear link between love and the growth of the 
congregation. He defines love as action, more than simply a feeling. He notes a lower 
correlation of love in congregations larger than one thousand. Schwarz found that 
growing churches have a significantly higher “love quotient” than declining churches: 
“Healthy congregations place a high value in expressing tangible love toward one 
another” (36). 
This quality characteristic is based on Jesus’ command “to love one another as I 
have loved you” (John 15:12).The Great Commandment is to love God and others, even 
enemies (Matt. 5:44-45). The apostle Paul presents love as the highest virtue (1 Cor. 13; 
Col. 3: 14) and as the goal of spiritual maturity (1 Tim. 1 :5 ) .  
The apostle John writes that fellowship of love with one another is the indicator of 
the love relations with God: “But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have 
fellowship with one another, and the blood of Jesus, his Son, purifies us from all sin” (1 
John 1 :7). Healthy churches seek to build and maintain intimate, community relationships 
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within the church. People have an inner desire to belong, to know, and to be known 
(Hemphill 105). Hemphill describes the type of relationships in a healthy church as 
“kingdom family relationships” (105). Jesus himself said, “My mother and my brothers 
are these who hear the word of God and do it” (Luke 8:21). The first believers had to 
build new family-type relations within the church because they faced many persecutions. 
“The early followers of Christ would have faced enormous social rejection from their 
families, so they formed themselves into caring bands of commitment modeling the 
family support in the culture around them” (Hemphill 109). 
McGavran comments on the abundance of love in the early Church: 
There is no question at all that the early church had this feeling of love and 
unity. Christians held all things in common. When non-Christians looked 
at Christians, they said, “Behold, how they love one another.” Love was 
there all right. But we must not imagine that there was no friction. Right 
from the beginning, plenty of friction irritated the church. Some people 
did not get along with other people. Even Paul and Barnabas, and Paul and 
Peter, had their differences. The letters of Paul to Corinth are ample 
evidence of friction. Despite all this, unity, oneness, love for the brethren, 
flowed from Christ the great Head of the Church. (How Churches 85) 
Win Am, Carroll Nyquist, and Charles Am discovered the link between a church’s ability 
to love and its ability to attract new people. Through a study of 8,658 persons, 
representing thirty-nine denominations and 168 churches, they define love as both an 
attitude and an action to be learned and practiced (125). They suggest eight reasons why 
love should be the central mission of the church: 
1. A loving church sees sinners repent and become Christians. 
2. A loving church authenticates its message. 
3. A loving church contributes to joy, health, and vitality in its members. 
4. A loving church attracts members. 
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5. A loving church assimilates and holds people. 
6. A loving church runs more smoothly. 
7. A loving church is obedient to God’s command. 
8. A loving church is the best hope of changing the world (125-31). 
Love is often viewed as a feeling that comes and goes; therefore, some Christian 
leaders pay less attention to loving relations characteristic. This approach is a mistake. In 
reality the love potential of a church is vitally important both for its health and growth. 
Other Church Health Lists 
Many church health writers have developed their own lists of health 
characteristics. Warren, world renowned expert in the area, determines five purposes of 
the church from two major Bible texts: the Great Commandment (Matt. 2237-39) and the 
Great Commission (Matt. 28:19-20). Warren talks about “Five Dimensions of Church 
Growth”: 
1. Churches grow warmer through fellowship. 
2. Churches grow deeper through discipleship. 
3. Churches grow stronger through worship. 
4. Churches grow broader through ministry. 
5. Churches grow larger through evangelism (48). 
Warren says, “Healthy, lasting growth is multidimensional” (48). He believes that 
God does his part by adding growth when the church does its part by fulfilling five 
purposes: worship, evangelism, fellowship of love, maturation of Christians, and lay 
ministry. He concludes, “Church growth is the natural result of church health. Church 
health can only occur when our message is biblical and our mission is balanced” (49). 
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Although Warren has a list of church purposes, not characteristics, one can clearly 
see the direct connection between them. He covers loving relationships and holistic small 
groups (#I), passionate spirituality (#2), inspiring worship (#3), gift-oriented ministry 
(M), and need-oriented evangelism (#5). Warren also emphasizes the need in balancing 
all five purposes, which is impossible without empowering leadership and hnctional 
structures. The striking correlation between two leading church health authors (i.e., 
Warren and Schwarz) is obvious. 
One of the pioneers in the church growth area, Wagner, lists seven vital signs of 
growing churches: (1) strong pastoral leadership, (2) well-mobilized laity, (3) meeting 
members’ needs, (4) Celebration + Congregation + Cell = Church, ( 5 )  homogeneous 
denominator (their membership is composed of basically one kind of people), (6) 
working evangelistic methods, and (7) straight priorities (Healthy Church 15-1 9). Again 
many similarities with the groundbreaking works of Wagner and Schwarz can be noticed: 
a strong emphasis is set on the role of pastoral leadership (#l), mobilized laity (#2), 
evangelism (#6), loving relationships (#3), and cell groups (#4), all of which are found in 
virtually all church health lists. 
Anderson suggests that the characteristics of a healthy church are (1) glorifying 
God, (2) producing disciples, (3) exercising spiritual gifts, (4) reproducing through 
evangelism, ( 5 )  incorporating newcomers, (6) being open to change, (7) trusting God, 
and (8) looking good on the outside (Church 70). ain points from other lists are also 
included: worship (#1 , 7 ) ,  discipleship (#2), spirituality (#3), evangelism (M), and loving 
relationships (#5). 
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Rick Harvey created his list based on the analysis of four authors studies: 
Hemphill, Hunter, Macchia, and Schwarz (28). His list of church health Characteristics 
h h d e s  (1) supernatural power, (2) Christ-exalting worship, (3) discipline in prayer, (4) 
Cbd-sized vision, (5) passion for the lost, (6) maturation of believers, ( 7 )  loving and 
caring relationships, (8) administration and accountability, (9) target culture in style and 
music, (1 0) involvement in lay ministries, (1 1) obedience to the Great Commission, (I  2) 
servant leadership, and (1 3) planting new churches. According to Harvey’s research the 
last characteristic had the lowest cumulative rating fi-om pastors surveyed (75-8 1). All of 
the major health factors present in his list: worship (#1 , 2), spirituality (#3, 5) ,  loving 
relationships (#7), lay ministry (#lo), evangelism (#5, 9, 1 l), leadership (#4, 12), and 
hnctional structures (#8). 
A collaborative research team of four Beeson pastors from Asbury Theological 
Seminary (Jim Kinder, Brian Law, Keith Taylor, and Scott McKee) defined eight Beeson 
church health characteristics. They researched the correlation of the church growth and 
health within their denominational context. The eight Beeson health characteristics are 
(1) effective structures, (2) authentic community, (3) transforming discipleship, (4) 
engaging worship, (5) mobilized laity, (6) passionate spirituality, (7) empowering 
leadership, and (8) intentional evangelism. Beeson characteristics are based on the 
Natural Church Development research. Six characteristics (#l, 4, 5,  6, 7, 8) are almost 
identical to Schwarz’s. Authentic community has a direct connection with loving 
relationships and holistic small groups, and transforming discipleship is related to 
Schwarz’s passionate spirituality and discipleship fi-om Warren’s list (McKee 5). 
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Galloway in “Ten Characteristics of a Healthy Church” presents a similar list: (1) 
celebrative worship, (2) seeker-fiiendly evangelism, (3) passion for the lost, (4) shared 
ministry together, (5) loving relationships, (6) connecting small groups, (7) fervent 
spirituality, (8) empowering leadership, (9) flexible and functional structures, and (10) 
clear-cut vision (1 6-1 8). 
Tables 2.1 and 2.2. contain the results of reviewing and contrasting these lists. 
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Table 2.1. Church Health Characteristics 
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Tables 2.1 and 2.2 reveal that quality characteristics of all lists can be reduced to 
Schwarz’s eight factors. Warren’s list only contains five points, but it is covered by six 
NCD characteristics. The other two (empowering leadership and functional structures) 
are necessary in order to balance a church around its five purposes. In reality Warren and 
Schwarz are emphasizing the same truth. 
Kinder defines passionate spirituality as “an intense intentional seeking and reliance on 
the Holy Spirit to guide and work within the church” (54). Macchia adds another 
characteristic-God’s empowering presence. Nevertheless, it could well be associated 
with inspiring worship and passionate spirituality: 
Passionate spirituality begins with recognizing that God builds the Church 
and causes things to happen. Healthy churches seek God and his power 
and direction. Characteristics of passionate spirituality include hunger for 
revival, inspiring times of prayer, renewed interest in spiritual disciplines, 
and a raised sense of expectation. (56) 
Close correlation exists between Schwarz’s eight factors and the quality 
characteristics of the early Church from the second chapter of the book of Acts. Because 
the health of the early Church is proved by God himself (Acts 2:47), the eight health 
characteristics seem to be even more essential to the true nature of church health. 
Wagner’s common homogeneous denominator is an indicator that apart from the 
internal characteristics affecting the local congregation, external variables also exist (The 
Healthy Church 12). 
Contextual Factors 
A holistic analysis of church health must include both the internal and external 
variables affecting the church. Wagner presents five basic external factors that influence 
the growth and decline of congregations: 
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1. National Contextual Factors. National Contextual Factors include factors 
reIating to national trends in population, attitudes, values, and social conditions. 
2. National Institutional Factors. National Institutional Factors incIude 
denominational priorities, theological stance, and church policy factors at every level that 
affects local church decisions. 
3.  Local Contextual Factors. Local Contextual Factors relate to social trends in 
the local community and neighborhood surrounding the local church. 
4. Local Institutional Factors. Local Institutional Factors exist within the 
leadership and membership of the local church. 
5. Spiritual Factors. Spiritual Factors deal with the interrelationship between 
human effort and God’s actions (Healthv Church 12). 
Some researchers underestimate external factors in the studies of church health, 
although they have a direct effect upon the growth of a congregation. Beeson pastors’ 
research also proved this idea. McKee reports that all quality characteristics were highest 
within churches where the senior pastor had served ten to fifteen years (95). 
Critics of Church Health 
In a book review of Natural Church Development, Ellas and Yeakley question 
the accuracy of Schwarz’s survey results. They believe that Schwarz’s study is 
“pseudo-scientific” and lacks “hard data” (83). They also notice that Schwarz’s 
characteristics do not deal with institutional factors that influence growth trends such 
as demographics, staffing, facilities, finance, and size barriers (90). Because only thirty 
leaders within a congregation complete the forms, the extent of the feedback is limited 
(Taylor 106). 
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Schwarz believes in the harmonious interplay between a11 of his health 
characteristics: 
Just as a barrel holds no more water than its lowest stave, in the same way 
the weakest health characteristic of a church will limit the overall health 
potential and the number of believers entrusted to it. (Natural Church 
Development 56) 
Taylor notices that churches are encouraged to use their strongest characteristic to 
undergird and strengthen the weakest areas. He says that the correlations discovered in 
his study do not immediately point to this conclusion. Churches might instead build upon 
their strengths as well as develop specific plans to address their weaknesses. He writes, 
“Structurally, there is no assurance that a stronger health characteristic can be utilized to 
bolster a weaker area’’ (1 07). I think the critic is legitimate and calls for further studies of 
church health characteristics. 
characteristics in balance. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion I want to identify seven major church health characteristics that are 
present almost in every scholar’s list (see Tables 2.1 and 2.2): worship, evangelism, 
fellowship of love, maturation of believers, lay ministry, leadership, and structures. The 
first five of these factors are identical to Warren’s five purposes of the church. The last 
two (leadership and structures) are necessary to provide a balance for the church to be 
purpose driven. Schwarz adds another characteristic to this list-holistic home groups. At 
the same time, the home groups system today is a worldwide method of incorporating 
new converts into the church family and helping them to grow in Christ. Warren strongly 
encourages every member to join a small group, “Small groups are the most effective 
way of closing the back door of your church. We never worry about losing people who 
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are connected to a small group. We know that those people have been effectively 
assimilated” (327). 
Holistic small groups fall into the fellowship of Iove and maturity of believers 
characteristics. The Beeson pastors study group suggests another characteristic of 
transforming discipleship, which is defined as “a process of growth towards 
Christlikeness” (McKee 60). Thus, discipleship together with spirituality can be 
combined into the broader category of maturation of believers. 
Many authors (e.g., Harvey, Wagner, Macchia, Patton) emphasize the presence 
and the power of the Holy Spirit. The book of Acts study also shows the primarily 
importance of this factor. I think that Chnst himself and the manifestation of the Holy 
Spirit in the church should be called the foundational factor. If the Lord is not building 
the church, all the labor will be in vain. The Bible is clear about this fact: “Unless the 
LORD builds the house, its builders labor in vain. Unless the LORD watches over the 
city, the watchmen stand guard in vain” (Ps. 127:l). At the same time, this most 
important factor has a close connection to worship and spirituality characteristics. 
Figure 2.1 contains the summary of church health characteristics in graphic form. 
The palm represents the foundation of the church. The thumb stands for worship; the 
forefinger is used to show the way, as it points to evangelism; the middle finger 
represents fellowship of love; the ring finger stands for maturity of believers; and the 
little finger stands for lay ministry, which is neglected in so many churches. In order for a 
church to keep a balance between these five purposes, it needs to have an empowering 
leadership and functional structures. Virtually all church health lists fit this simple model. 
Worship 
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This study sought to promote an understanding of church health and church 
growth in congregations of the Russian Church of Evangelical Chnstians. A group of 
pastors and church pIanters from different Russian Protestant groups and denominations 
took part in the initial pilot survey. They listed church qualities related to the growth and 
health of a church. Appendix A contains the resulting quality characteristics. 
A survey had the purpose of identieing the weights of these characteristics. This 
information was instrumental in locating quality characteristics neglected by many 
Russian church leaders and, which therefore, hinder church health and church growth. 
The second survey had the purpose to correlate the leaders’ perception of their spiritual 
health, church health, and church growth (see Appendix B). I anticipated that this study 
would identify some neglected areas of church health in the perception of Russian church 
leaders, as well as correlations between their perception of personal spiritual health, 
church health, and church growth. 
Research Questions 
Three primary research questions guided the extent of this study. 
Research Question 1 
How important are church quality characteristics in the view of Russian leaders as 
reflected in their weightings of these characteristics? 
A survey (see Appendix A) was designed to indicate the relative importance of 
each of the quality characteristics for Russian leaders. They measured the importance of 
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each church health characteristic. The purpose was to identify the weights of church 
quality characteristics. 
Research Question 2 
In the opinion of Russian church leaders, what are the most neglected of those 
church quality characteristics? 
The project used the premise that all main quality characteristics are equally 
important for the church health. The main characteristics with the lowest weight were 
considered the most neglected for the Russian leaders who took part in the survey. 
Research Question 3 
What are the relations between leaders’ perception of personal spiritual health, 
church health, and church growth? 
An additional survey tool (see Appendix B) had the purpose to correlate 
demographical information) characteristics of personal spiritual disciplines of Russian 
leaders, their perceptions of personal spiritual health, and church health. One question 
was about the trends of church attendance during the last year: whether the church grew 
more than 30 percent, less than 30 percent, plateaued) or declined. The purpose of the 
questionnaire was to gather data from the Russian leaders on their personal spiritual 
health perception in order to correlate it with the data on church health perception and 
church growth. 
Population and Sample 
The population of this study was all pastors, church leaders, and church planters 
of the RCEC in Central Russia. The surveys were distributed in several Moscow 
churches, in the missionary school of the RCEC, and among the pastors of the RCEC. 
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The sample of the study consisted of thirty pastors and fifty key leaders. I surveyed the 
leadership team of the church where I serve as a senior pastor, the Revival Christian 
Center. Then, I surveyed the bishops and pastors who work or regularly visit the 
headquarters of the RCEC. Then, I surveyed the young church planters fLom the 
missionary school of the RCEC. Finally, I surveyed pastors of the RCEC in the Moscow 
area. 
Most of them were males, which is a norm for the RCEC. Thirteen pastors began 
their ministry before the fall of Communism in Russia, the rest of the ministers came to 
the Lord after. 
Instrumentation 
This project was an evaluative study that utilizes two researcher-designed 
questionnaires to measure the perception of church quality characteristics, church health, 
and the perception of personal spiritual health. 
Pilot Survey 
During 2001 -2003 the pilot survey was done among 150 pastors and church 
leaders from several evangelical denominations in Russia. The information gained from 
the survey was sorted in categories that correlate with the characteristics of healthy 
churches in Chapter 2. According to the pilot survey, church health characteristics in the 
perception of Russian church leaders include the following: 
1. The church is Christ centered. 
2. The church is purpose driven. 
3. The church has a delegating and spiritual pastor. 
4. The church has sound biblical teaching. 
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5. The church is disciplined in prayer. 
6. Church worship services are inspiring. 
7. The church is active in evangelism. 
8. The church has a team of devoted leaders. 
9. The church has a flexible structure. 
10. The church develops lay ministries, based on the gifts of its members. 
11. The church develops a system of home groups. 
12. The church engages in social ministries to non-Chnstian people. 
13 The church is culture sensitive. 
14. The church has an adequate building. 
15. The church has financial and humanitarian support fi-om abroad. 
16. The church has a strong teaching on tithes and offerings. 
17. The church is cultivating love among its members. 
Literature review gave seven main characteristics of church health. These 
characteristics include worship, evangelism, fellowship of love, maturation of believers, 
lay ministry, leadership, and structures. The foundation of the church is Christ himself, 
who is acting in his church through the power and grace of the Holy Spirit. Table 3.1 
contains the list of these seven qualities compared with the characteristics of church 
health based on the results of the pilot survey of Russian church leaders. 
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Table 3.1. Comparison of the Main Church Health Characteristics and 
Corresponding Characteristics Identified by Russian Leaders 
Corresponding characteristics of church health 
identified by Russian leaders Main characteristics of church health 
Worship 
Evangelism 
Fellowship of love 




Church worship services are inspiring 
The church is active in evangelism; the church 
is culturally sensitive; the church engages in 
social ministries to non-Christian people. 
The church develops a system of home groups; 
the church is cultivating love among its 
members. 
The church has sound biblical teaching; the 
church is disciplined in prayer. 
The church develops lay ministries, based on 
the gifis of its members; the church engages in 
social ministries to non-Christian people. 
The church has a delegating and spiritual 
pastor; the church is purpose driven; the church 
has a team of devoted leaders. 
The church has a flexible structure. 
Some Russian leaders added other factors, which are not universal and cannot be 
considered as those strongly related to church health. Three of them were included in the 
questionnaire in order to evaluate their weightings in comparison to the weightings of the 
main characteristics of church health. Following is the list of these three factors: The 
church has an adequate building, the church has financial and humanitarian support from 
abroad, and the church has a strong teaching on tithes and offerings. 
Church Health Questionnaire 
The pilot survey resulted in seventeen characteristics listed by Russian church 
leaders. The questionnaire was designed to indicate the relative importance of each of the 
characteristics in view of Russian leaders. 
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The project used the assumption that all the main quality characteristics are 
equally important for church health. As Schwarz says, just as a barrel holds no more 
water than its shortest stave, a church’s health is limited by its weakest characteristic 
(Natural Church Development 52). Harvey in his study also concludes that balance leads 
to health. A key factor is the balance of church health characteristics. For a church to 
possess one or a few of these characteristics does not imply that the church is healthy. 
The factor that brings about health is balance in the characteristics (92). If this idea is 
true, a low weight of a characteristic means a measure of neglect towards it from the 
perspective of Russian leaders. 
Russian leaders evaluated all seventeen characteristics on 1-1 0 scale (1 0 
corresponds to the most important factor and 1 to the least important). Then I ranked the 
characteristics according to their importance from the point of view of Russian ministers. 
Only characteristics that corresponded to the eight main characteristics of church health 
cited by Schwartz were considered (see Table 3.1). As a result, threemost neglected 
quality characteristics were identified. 
Personal Questionnaire 
A questionnaire was developed to measure personal spiritual health (see 
Appendix B). The questionnaire collects the following information: average time for 
personal devotions, average prayer time, average time for Bible study, devotion to 
spiritual disciplines of ministry, sharing faith with others, fasting, being accountable to 
spiritual mentor on the regular basis, personal evaluation of current spiritual life, and 
personal evaluation of the current health of their churches. One question was concerned 
with the development of church attendance during the last year: whether the church grew, 
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plateaued, or declined. The persons filling out the questionnaires entered information 
based upon their understanding of the terms. 
Field Test Results 
The leadership team of the Revival Christian Center, a RCEC church in a northern 
suburb of Moscow, Russia, pretested the surveys, in order to test the degree of validity of 
the instrument. The pretests were administered in a classroom setting with the researcher 
present. Those involved in testing filled in the questionnaires and answered questions 
about the instrument. The questions were related to clarity of the instructions, clarity of 
the questions, grammatical errors, and the answer scale. As a result, several minor 
typographical and grammatical changes were made. 
Data Collection 
I used four sources to get information. First, I surveyed the leadership team of the 
church where I serve as a senior pastor, the Revival Christian Center. Second, I 
personally met with many of the bishops and pastors who work or regularly visit the 
headquarters of the RCEC and asked them to fill in the questionnaires. Third, because I 
teach in the RCEC missionary school, I asked the students, most of whom are young 
church planters, to participate in the survey. Finally, I contacted via e-mail all the pastors 
of the RCEC in Moscow area asking them to fill the forms. After completing the surveys, 
the participants gave or e-mailed them back to me so that data could be analyzed. 
Variables 
For the most part this study is descriptive in nature, and in this sense I do not deal 
with independent and dependent variabIes. The variables were Russian leaders 
perceptions of church health, personal spiritual health, personal demographics, and 
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church growth. Personal spiritual health was measured through the perception of spiritual 
health, average prayer time, average Bible study time, ministry involvement, sharing of 
faith, fasting, and existence of spiritual mentor. Personal demographics included age, 
gender, position in the church, number of years involved in the ministry, and number of 
years after accepting Christ. The last question is important in the Russian context because 
the majority of Christians converted after the fall of Communism in the beginning of 
1990s. Church growth was measured through the answer to the question about whether 
church attendance during the last year grew more than 30 percent, grew less than 30 
percent, plateaued, or declined. 
Data Analysis 
Participants gave or sent me the completed surveys for statistical analysis. I 
manually entered the data into a computer program, which helped to sort the information. 
The church health survey data was tabulated to determine weightings of each church 
health characteristic. Then I defined the most neglected church health characteristics. 
Finally, the data of the second survey was analyzed in order to correlate the 
perception of church health with personal spiritual health, personal demographics, and 
church growth. The data was summarized with frequency distributions, descriptive 
statistics, and the use of Pearson’s product moment correlation. 
Summary 
I analyzed the collected data to determine the most neglected church health 
characteristics in the perception of Russian church leaders. The correlation between their 
perception of church health and personal spiritual health, personal demographics, and 




Three research questions have guided this study: How important are c,,urch quality 
characteristics in the view of Russian leaders as reflected in their weightings of these 
characteristics? In the opinion of Russian church leaders, what are the most neglected of 
those church quality characteristics? What are the relations between leaders’ perception 
of personal spiritual health, church health, and church growth? 
Profile of Subjects 
The total population of this study was thirty pastors and fifty key leaders of Russian 
local churches. The total number of surveys completed was 160 (two surveys for each 
participant). Thirteen pastors started their ministry more than sixteen years ago, which 
means they ministered under the Communist regime in the USSR (Pre-Fall). Most of them 
were members of underground churches all their lives. Seventeen became pastors after the 
fall of Communism (Post-Fall). All pastors were males, which is the basic rule in the RCEC. 
Most of surveyed leaders (54 percent) were males. Overall personal spiritual health was 
perceived as growing fast (1 6 percent of the respondents), growing (74 percent of the 
respondents), and plateauing (1 0 percent of the respondents). Age of the participants is 
summarized in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1. Age of Participants 
Average for Average for Average for 
Leaders 
Pastors* (n=13) Pastors** (n=50) 
Pre-Fall Post-Fall 
Age (Years) 46 35 33 
Years after becoming a Christian 32 10.1 5.8 
Ministry age (years) 23 9 3.8 
*Pastors who started their ministry before the fall of the Communist regime in Russia 
**Pastors who started their minis t ry  after the fall of the Communist regime in Russia 
The data of Table 4.1 suggests the following observations: 
Pre-Fall pastors were much more experienced in the ministry. They were also 
significantly older. 
Both Post-Fall pastors and leaders came to the Lord after the fall of Communism 
in Russia. 
Ministry experience of Post-Fall pastors was significantly larger compared to 
1 eaders. 
The distribution of the participants according to church growth can be seen in Table 
4.2. 
Table 4.2. Participants Related to Church Growth 
Fast Growing Growing Plateauing Declining 
Churches Churches Churches Churches 
20 40 17 3 Number of participants 
Percentage 25 50 21 4 
The data of Table 4.2 suggests the following observations: 
An absolute majority of the participants (75 percent) were fiom growing 
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churches. 
Of the participants 2 1 percent were from stagnating and only 4 percent fiorn 
declining churches. 
Participants also provided information regarding their personal spiritual disciplines 
(see Table 4.3). 
Table 4.3. Spiritual Disciplines of Participants 
Average for Average for 
Post-Fall Leaders 
Pastors** @=SO) (n=17) 
Average for 
Pastors* (n=13) 
Personal Spiritual Disciplines Pre-Fall 
Daily prayer time (minutes) 27 46 37 
Daily Bible reading time (minutes) 36 43 50 
Involvement in ministry ( 1 - 1 0 scale) 8.1 9.0 6.7 
Personal evangelism ( 1- 10 scale) 6.2 6.7 5.1 
Fasting (1 -1 0 scale) 5.8 4.6 4.3 
Existence of spiritual mentor (percent) 38.5 62.5 62.7 
*Pastors who started their ministry before the fall of the Communist regime in Russia 
**Pastors who started their ministry after the fall of the Communist regime in Russia 
The data of spiritual disciplines of participants suggests the following observations: 
0 Overall devotion to the spiritual disciplines was very high. 
Post-Fall pastors had the highest devotion to every spiritual discipline except 
Bible reading. 
Leaders paid the highest attention to the Bible reading and also were very active 
in other disciplines. 
Pre-Fall pastors were not as strong in devotions as Post-Fall ministers with the 
exception of fasting. The teaching on fasting was very strong in the underground churches. 
Both Post-Fall pastors and leaders paid equal attention to the importance of 
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having a spiritual mentor. More then 50 percent of people fiom these groups were 
accountable to their spiritual mentors. 
Pre-Fall pastors tend to be less accountable. Probably they see themselves more 
as mentors than mentorees. 
Participants also provided information concerning their perception on personal 
spiritual health and health of their churches (see Table 4.4). 
Table 4.4. Perceptions of Participants 
Average for Average for Post-Fau Average for 
Pastors** Leaders Pastors* (n=13) (n=17) (n=50) 
Perceptions Pre-Fall 
- 
Perception of personal spiritual health (1-10 scale) 7.5 7.8 7.4 
Perception of church health (1-1 0 scale) 6.7 7.2 6.6 
*Pastors who started their min is t r y  before the fall of the Communist regime in Russia 
**Pastors who started their ministry after the fall of the Communist regime in Russia 
The data of perceptions of participants suggests the following observations: 
Post-Fall pastors tended to see their personal spiritual health as well as the health 
of their churches a little higher than their colleagues. 
Perceptions of Pre-Fall pastors were very similar with the perceptions of church 
leaders. 
The cumulative results of the study are shown hrther as well as the results for 
Pre-Fall pastors, Post-Fall pastors, and leaders. 
Importance of Church Health Characteristics 
The survey examined the perception of pastors and church leaders of church 
health as they weighted seventeen church health characteristics (see Appendix A). 
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Russian pastors' views on church health characteristics are shown in Table 4.5 and Figure 
4.1. 
Table 4.5. Comparison of Church Health Characteristics Weighted by Pre-Fall and 
Post-Fall Russian Pastors 
Average for Average for 
Difference p*** 5 Pre-Fall Church Health Characteristics Pastors" Pastors** 
1. The church is Christ centered. 
2. The church is purpose driven. 
3. The church has a delegating and spiritual 
4. The church has sound biblical teaching. 
5 .  The church is disciplined in prayer. 
6. Church worship services are inspiring. 
7. The church is active in evangelism. 
8. The church has a team of devoted leaders. 
9. The church has a flexible structure. 
10. The church develops lay ministries based 
1 1. The church develops a system of home 
12. The church engages in social ministries to 
13 The church is culturally sensitive. 
14. The church has an adequate building. 
15. The church has financial and 
humanitarian support from abroad. 
16. The church has a strong teaching on tithes 
and offerings. 
17. The church is cultivating love among its 
pastor. 
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of church health characteristics weighted by pre-fall and post- 
fall Russian pastors. 
The data of comparison of church health characteristics weighted by pre-fall and 
post-fall Russian pastors suggests the following observations: 
Generally both Pre-Fall and Post-Fall pastors thought alike. Their perceptions of 
church health characteristics were very similar. 
0 Among the important characteristics, the three most neglected church health 
qualities from the point of view of Russian pastors were social ministries (12), cultural 
sensitivity (13), and flexible structures (9). 
0 Pre-Fall pastors rated fourteen out of seventeen characteristics a little hgher than 
Post-Fall pastors. Pre-Fall pastors viewed the leadership team 0.24 points higher and the 
home group system 0.24 points lower than Post-Fall pastors. 
Comparison of Russian pastors and leaders’ views on church health characteristics 
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are shown in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.2. 
Table 4.6. Comparison of Church Health Characteristics Weighted by Russian 
Pastors and Leaders 
Church Health Characteristics 
1. The church is Christ centered. 
2. The church is purpose driven. 
3. The church has a delegating and spiritual 
pastor. 
4. The church has sound biblical teaching. 
5. The church is disciphed in prayer. 
6. Church worship services are inspiring. 
7. The church is active in evangelism. 
8. The church has a team of devoted leaders. 
9. The church has a flexible structure. 
10. The church develops lay ministries based 
on the gifts of its members. 
1 1. The church develops a system of home 
groups. 
12. The church engages in social ministries to 
non-Christian people. 
13 The church is culturally sensitive. 
14. The church has an adequate building. 
15. The church has financial and 
humanitarian support from abroad. 
16. The church has a strong teaching on tithes 
and offerings. 
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Pastors 
Leaders 
Figure 4.2. Comparison of church health characteristics weighted by Russian 
pastors and leaders. 
The data of comparison of church health characteristics weighted by Russian pastors 
and leaders suggests the following observations: 
Pastors viewed ten out of seventeen health characteristics higher than leaders. 
Apart from three generally neglected factors (9,12, andl3), Russian leaders also 
had low a estimation of the evangelism factor (number seven). Of note is that factors 7, 12, 
and 13 correspond mostly with evangelism (see Table 3.1). 
Overall the two groups validate the responses of one another due to the closeness 
of the ratings. 
The Most Neglected Church Quality Characteristics 
I made the rank order of all church health characteristics weighted by Russian 
pastors and Ieaders in Table 4.7 and Figure 4.3. 
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The church is Christ centered. 
The church is cultivating love among its members. 
The church has sound biblical teaching. 
The church is purpose driven. 
The church develops lay ministries based on the gifts of its members. 
The church is disciplined in prayer. 
The church has a delegating and spiritual pastor. 
The church has a team of devoted leaders. 
The church develops a system of home groups. 
Church worship services are inspiring. 
The church is active in evangelism. 
The church has a flexible structure. 
The church has a strong teaching on tithes and offerings. 
The church is culturally sensitive. 
The church has an adequate building. 
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Figure 4.3. Rank order of church health characteristics weighted by Russian 
ministers. 
The data of rank order of church health characteristics weighted by Russian 
ministers suggests the following observations: 
0 
Leaders estimated a11 of the main characteristics as rather important. 
Russian ministers pointed to Christ centeredness as the most important factor. 
They estimated the least important factors (14, 15, and 16) also as unimportant. 
Among the important church health characteristics, the three most neglected 
church health quaIities from the point of view of Russian ministers were social ministries 
(1 2), cultural sensitivity (1 3), and flexible structures (9). 
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Relations between Leaders' Perceptions of Personal Spiritual Health, Church 
Health, and Church Growth 
In order to find out the relations of the perception of spiritual health of Russian 
pastors to their perception of church health and church growth, a correlation matrix based 
on the Church Health Questionnaire (see Appendix B) was made and examined (see 
Table 4.8). 
Table 4.8. Correlation Matrix for Russian Pastors (n=30) 
Church 
Health Fasting Mentor Spiritual Growth Percep- 
tinn Health 
Evange- Personal Church Bible Ministry 
Study lism Prayer 
Prayer 1 .oo 
Ministry -- -- 1 .oo 
Fasting 0.18* 0.15* 0.09* -- 1 .oo 
Mentor -- - 0.19* - _- 1 .oo 
Biblestudy 0.65 1.00 
Evangelism -- 0.18* 0.21* 1 .oo 
0.31* 0.46* 0.20** 0.11* 0.35* 0.11* 1 .oo 
spiritual health 
Church growth 0.16* -- 0.42* -- 0.09* 0.16* 0.39* 1 .oo 
Church health -- -- 0.07* -- -- 0.06" 0.50* 0.57* 1 .oo perception 
*p 9).01.**p 9.05 
The data of correlation matrix for Russian pastors suggests the following 
observations: 
Most spiritual disciplines had a positive correlation between each other. This 
result should be expected. 
Of all the spiritual disciplines listed, involvement in ministry had the highest 
correlation to church growth (0.42). 
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0 Those who have personal mentors had a better view of personal ministry, better 
perception of personal spiritual health, higher perceived health of their churches, and more 
likely served in growing churches. 
The perception of personal spiritual health was highly correlated with all 
spiritual disciplines-prayer, Bible study, ministry, personal evangelism and fasting. The 
highest correlations were with the Bible study (0.46) and prayer (0.3 1). 
The perception of personal spiritual health was highly related to the perception 
of church health. The correlation rate was 0.50. Pastors who highly rate their spiritual life 
tended to have a healther view of their churches. 
Those who had a h&er perception of their personal spiritual health were likely 
pastors of the growing churches. A connection exists between the perception of health and 
growth of churches and the perception of spiritual health of corresponding church leaders. 
Churches and ministers were interrelated. 
Church growth had positive relations to activeness in ministry (0.42), prayer 
(0.16), existence of a personal mentor (0.16), discipline of fasting (0.09), perception of 
personal spiritual health (0.39), and the perception of church health (0.57). The highest 
correlation value in the matrix was between the pastors’ perception of church health and 
church growth. 
0 Those who highly perceive the health of their churches were likely to be active 
in ministry, fasting, have a personal mentor, and more highly perceive their spiritual health. 
Table 4.9 contains the correlation matrix for Russian leaders. 
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Table 4.9. Correlation Matrix for Russian Leaders (n=50) 
Church 
Church Health 
Study Health Growth Percep- 
Personal 
Fasting Mentor Spiritual Evange- Prayer 
s s .  tion 
Prayer 1 .oo 
Bible study 0.45** 1.00 
Ministry 0.25* 0.16* 1.00 
Evangelism 0.25* 0.18* 0.31* 1 .oo 
-- 0.37' -- 1 .oo 
-- 0.25* I 0.20* 1 .oo 





Church growth 0.07* - -- I 0.19* 0.36** 0.13* 1 .oo 
-- I 0.09* -_ 0.21* 0.23* 0.25** 0.55* 1 .oo Church health perception 
;Ep4).01.**pID.05 
The data of correlation matrix for Russian leaders suggests the following 
observations: 
Comparing Tables 4.8 and 4.9 one can see generally the same trends. 
Prayer was always correlated to Bible study, personal spiritual health, and 
church growth. For pastors it was also related to fasting. Relation to church growth was 
much stronger. 
Bible study was always related to prayer, evangelism, and personal spiritual 
health. 
Ministry had positive correlation with evangelism, fasting, existence of a 
spiritual mentor, personal spiritual health, and church health. Pastor also viewed it highly 
related to church growth. 




Fasting was highly related to ministry, personal spiritual health, and church 
growth. From pastors’ perspectives, though, the correlation between fasting and church 
growth is very moderate (0.09). 
The existence of spiritual mentor was highly related to ministry and church 
growth. The Correlation with church growth in the opinion of leaders was two times higher 
than the view of the pastors. This correlation means participants with spiritual mentors were 
likely fi-om growing churches. Pastors also saw the correlation between mentors and 
personal spiritual health unlike leaders. 
Personal spiritual health was related to every spiritual discipline, as well as 
highly related to church growth and especially to the perception of church health. The 
correlation numbers for pastors were significantly higher compared to leaders. The 
correlation index with church growth was three times higher, and with perception of church 
health, two times higher. 
In the area of church growth, pastors unlike leaders showed significant 
correlation with prayer and ministry, Both groups related church growth with spiritual 
mentoring, personal spiritual heaIth, and the perception of church health. 
0 Pastors correlated the health of their churches with church growth (0.57) and 
with personal spiritual health (0.50). These figures were the highest among siNficmt ones 
in the correlation matrix. Leaders agreed with the pastors on the correlation between church 
health and church growth, but they viewed the relation between church health and personal 
spiritual health half as important as did the pastors. Leaders also connected church health 
perception with ministry, existence of a spiritual mentor, and fasting. 
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Table 4.10 contains the correlation matrix for all Russian ministers. 
Table 4.10. Correlation Matrix for All Russian Ministers (n=SO) 
Church 
Personal Church Health 
Growth Percep Fasting Mentor Spiritual 
Evange- Ministry lism 
tion Study Health 
Prayer 
Prayer 1 ,oo 
Ministry 0,16* 0,04* 1,OO 
0,18* 0,14* 0,35* 1 ,oo 
Fasting 0,10* -- 0,34* 0,10* 1 ,oo 
Mentor -- -- 0,11" -- -- 1,oo 
Personal 
spiritual health 0,28* 0,15* 0,26 0,24* 0,26* -- 1 ,oo 
Churchgrowth 0 11** __ 0,13* _- 0,16* 0,30** 0,19* 1 ,oo 
Church health 
*p 9.01 ,**p a . 0 5  
perception -- -- 0,11* 0,08* 0,19* 0,15* 0,29** 0,56* 1 ,oo 
Comparing Tables 4.8,4.9, and 4.10 one can see generally the same trends. 
Among all spiritual disciplines prayer had the highest correlation with personal spiritual 
growth. The second hghest correlation was with fasting and involvement in ministry. 
Comparison of Participants with and without Spiritual Mentors 
Because of such a significant correlation between church growth and the existence 
of spiritual mentors, the comparison of spiritual disciplines of the participants with and 
without spiritual mentors was done as well as the comparison of their perceptions on 
personal and church health (see Table 4.1 1). 
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Table 4.11. Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions Related to the Existence of a 
Spiritual Mentor 
Average for 
Those without Average for Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions 
Daily prayer time (minutes} 36.8 38.3 0.42 
Daily Bible reading time (minutes} 40.0 52.1 0.08 
Involvement in ministry ( 1 - 1 0 scale) 7.8 6.7 0.03 
Personal evangelism (1 - 10 scale} 5.3 5.9 0.17 
Fasting (1 -1 0 scale) 5 .O 4.3 0.15 
Perception of personal spiritual health (1-10 scale) 7.4 7.5 0.35 
Perception of church health (1-10 scale) 7.0 6.3 0.06 
*2-tailed 
The data of spiritual disciplines and perceptions related to the existence of a 
spiritual mentor suggests the following observations: 
Both groups were similar in most spiritual disciplines. 
Participants with spiritual mentors were significantly more involved in ministry 
(difference of 1.1 point). As one can see from Tables 4.8 and 4.9 (pp.83-85), existence of 
spiritual mentors was related to ministry. 
0 Those without mentors were more active in Bible reading. Perhaps, Bible 




Both groups were similar in the perception of personal spiritual health. 
Participants with spiritual mentors perceived their corresponding churches as 
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Comparison of Participants with Growing and Stagnating Spiritual Health 
Most participants (74 percent) viewed their personal spiritual health as growing, 
16 percent as growing fast, and 10 percent as plateauing. The cumulative results for these 
groups are shown in Tables 4.1 2 and 4.13. 
Table 4.12. Comparison of Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions of Participants 
with Fast-Growing and Growing Spiritual Health 
Average for Average for 
Those with Fast- Those with 
Spiritual Health Spiritual Health 
Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions Growing Growing p* s 
Daily prayer time (minutes) 56.2 34 0.005 
Involvement in minis t ry  (1 -1 0 scale) 8.0 7.4 0.20 
Daily Bible reading time (minutes) 51.9 46.7 0.32 
Personal evangelism (1 -1 0 scale) 6.0 5.9 0.42 
Fasting (1-10 scale) 4.8 4.6 0.42 
Existence of spiritual mentor (percent) 62 58 0.41 
Perception of church health (1 - 10 scale) 6.62 6.89 0.32 
"2-tailed 
The data of comparison of spiritual disciplines and perceptions of participants with 
fast growing and growing spiritual health suggests the following observations: 
The two groups are very similar in disciplines and perceptions. 
The major statistical difference is in the area of prayer. The more people pray the 
more they tend to see themselves spiritualIy growing. Leaders with fast growing spiritual 
health prayed in average 40 percent more than those with growing spiritual health. 
Table 4.13 gives comparison of Russian ministers with fast growing and plateauing 
spiritual health. 
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Table 4.13. Comparison of Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions of Participants 
with Fast-Growing and Plateauing Spiritual Health 
Average for Average for 
Those with Fast- Those with 
Spiritual Health Spiritual Health 
Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions Growing Plateauing p" I 
Daily prayer time (minutes) 56.2 
51.9 
8.0 
Personal evangelism (1-10 scale) 6.0 
Fasting (1-10 scale) 4.8 
62 
6.62 
Daily Bible reading time (minutes) 
Involvement in ministry (1-1 0 scale) 
Existence of spiritual mentor (percent) 









The data of comparison of spiritual disciplines and perceptions of participants with 
fast growing and plateauing spiritual health suggests the following observations: 
Perception of persona1 spiritual health had a close connection with the practice 
of spiritual disciplines. 
Those with fast growing spiritual health prayed more than twice as much as 
people with plateauing spiritual health. Difference in prayer time was the most significant. 
Most spiritual disciplines (prayer, Bible study, ministry, evangelism) were 
significantly better developed among the participants who perceived their spiritual health as 
growing compared to those who perceived it as plateauing. 
Those who perceived their spiritual health as growing had a higher perception of 
the health of their churches. Participants who viewed their health as plateauing estimated the 
health of their churches on average 25 percent worse compared to another group. TIVs drop 
proves the interconnection between the perception of personal spiritual health and the 
perception of church health (see Tables 4.8,4.9, and 4.10). 
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Comparison of Growing and Stagnating Churches 
Half of the participants were from the churches with growth rates of less than one- 
third of attendance a year, 23 percent from the fast growing churches and 27 percent fiom 
stagnating and declining churches. Table 4.14 compares growing churches. 
Table 4.14. Comparison of Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions of Participants 






Personal Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions Fast-Growing p* 5 
Daily prayer time (minutes) 46 31 0.03 
Daily Bible reading time (minutes) 50 39 0.14 
Involvement in ministry (1-10 scale) 7.4 7.4 0.48 
Personal evangelism (1-10 scale) 5.3 5.8 0.20 
Fasting (1-10 scale) 4.6 4.8 0.38 
Existence of spiritual mentor (percent) 83.3 57.5 0.04 
Perception of persona1 spiritual health (1-10 scale) 7.6 7.5 0.49 
Perception of church health (1-10 scale) 8 6.7 0.02 
*2-tailed 
The data of comparison of spiritual disciplines and perceptions of participants 
from growing churches suggests the following observations: 
Those fi-om fast growing churches prayed on average 32 percent more than 
participants fi-om another group (1 5 minutes difference). The difference was statistically 
significant. 
Participants fkom fast growing churches spend a little more time in the Bible, 
although the difference is not significant. 
Significant difference was in the area of spiritual mentoring. The number of 
people fiom fast growing churches who had spiritual mentors was 33 percent higher than the 
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corresponding number -&om the another group. 
A significant difference also occurred in the perceptions of church health. In fast 
growing churches perception of their health was 1.5 times higher than the number in 
growing churches. 
The following table contains information on spiritual disciplines and perceptions of 
participants from fast growing and stagnating churches. 
Table 4.15. Comparison of Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions of Participants 







Personal Spiritual Disciplines and Perceptions Fast-Growing p* I 
-  
Daily prayer time (minutes) 
Daily Bible reading time (minutes) 
Involvement in ministry (1 -1 0 scale) 
Personal evangehm (I - IO scale) 
Fasting (1-10 scale) 
Existence of spiritual mentor (percent) 
Perception of personal spiritual health (1-10 scale) 


























The data of comparison of spiritual disciplines and perceptions of participants 
from fast growing and stagnating churches suggests the following observations: 
The most significant difference was in the area of spiritual mentoring. The 
number of leaders with spiritual mentors from fast growing churches was more than twice as 
high as the corresponding number -&om stagnating churches. A significant correlation exists 
between church growth and the discipline of accountability and mentoring (see also Table 
4.1 1). 
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0 A significant statistical difference also occurred in the perceptions of church 
health. In fast growing churches perception of health was much higher. The corresponding 
number in growing churches was 1.5 points lllgher than in stagnating churches and 1.3 
points lower than the number in fast growing churches. A strong relationship occuned 
between the perception of church health and church growth. 
Summary 
The study had some significant findings. 
1. Those who participated in the study were on average very involved in their 
respective churches and very disciphed in their spiritual lives. 
2. Russian ministers rated most of the church quality characteristics close to one 
another, which is additional proof that church health requires the balance of all the main 
quality characteristics. 
3. The three most neglected church health characteristics fiom the point of view of 
Russian ministers were social ministries, cultural sensitivity, and flexible structures. 
4. Those who were more active in spiritual disciplines viewed their churches as 
healthier. In the opinion of Russian ministers, spiritual disciplines that significantly related 
to church health were: ministry, fasting, and accountability with a spiritual mentor. 
5. Perception of personal spiritual health had a close connection with the practice 
of spiritual disciplines, especially with prayer, Bible study, ministry, and evangelism. 
6.  Compared to other spiritual disciplines, prayer had the strongest correlation with 
the perception of personal spiritual health of Russian pastors and leaders. Personal 
communion with the Lord in prayer seems to be the most important tool influencing the 
perception of personal spiritual wellbeing. 
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7. A significant differences occurred in perceptions of Russian pastors and leaders, 
especially in the areas of ministry, personal spiritual health, and church health. 
8. Russian ministers strongly correlated church growth and church health with the 
personal spiritual health. Healthy people make healthy congregations. 
9. Russian ministers strongly correlated the perception of church health and church 
growth. 
10. In the opinion of Russian ministers, among all spiritual disciplines the highest 
correlation with church growth occurred with the existence of spiritual mentor. In fast 
growing churches were more than twice as many participants with spiritual mentors 
compared to their colleagues from stagnating churches. 
1 1. The second statistically important spiritual discipline that influenced church 
growth was prayer. 





This study sought to promote an understanding of church health and church 
growth in congregations of the Russian Church of Evangelical Christians. A literature 
review revealed a number of church health characteristics. I created, tested, and implemented 
two research instruments in order to find the neglected church quality characteristics and to 
investigate the relations between Russian leaders’ perception of personal spiritual health, 
church health, and church growth. The study can assist church leaders to diagnose 
hindrances to health and growth and discern ways towards balance and wholeness. 
Participants’ Profiles 
The health survey sought to explore the spiritual disciplines of Russian ministers 
in relation to their perception of church health and church growth. Reviewing the data, I 
was pleasantly surprised by the participants’ ministry involvement and primarily by their 
devotion to spiritual practices. Surveyed pastors spent on average an hour and fifteen 
minutes daily in personal prayer and Bible study. The corresponding figure for church 
leaders is even higher-an hour and twenty-seven minutes. This positive result means 
that either my sample of Russian ministers was not representative enough or all of them 
are very devoted to spiritual disciplines. Very likely ministers with deteriorating spiritual 
health simply were not willing to participate in the study. 
I divided pastors into two categories according to their ministry age. The first 
group consisted of those who became ministers more then sixteen years ago. They started 
ministry prior to the collapse of the Communist regime in Russia and were members of the 
underground persecuted churches. The second group came to the Lord and later became 
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pastors after the Communist fall. Their background and education differs from the previous 
group. 
Pre-Fall pastors were not as active in spiritual disciplines as their Post-Fall 
colleagues with the exception of fasting. The practice of fasting was much more strongly 
emphasized in underground churches compared to the present situation of relative 
freedom. Both Post-Fall pastors and leaders paid equal attention to the importance of 
having a spiritual mentor. Pre-Fall pastors, in contrast, tended to be less accountable. 
They probably see themselves more as mentors than mentorees. 
The devotion to spiritual disciplines of Post-Fall pastors and church leaders were 
quite similar with the exception of ministry involvement and faith sharing, which were 
significantly higher for the pastors. This fact is logical because many pastors are in the 
ministry hll-time, while practically all leaders have a secular job, unless they are retired. 
The fact that leaders spend even more time in personal devotions than pastors do is very 
encouraging. 
Importance of Church Health Characteristics 
Pre-Fall pastors rated fourteen out of seventeen characteristics little higher than 
Post-Fall pastors. One can easily explain the fact because of their level of maturity and 
expertise in church ministry. Their ratings though were very similar. Harvey says, 
“[Mlost pastors are overwhelmingly similar to one another” (95). On the contrary, the 
fact that leaders viewed most of the characteristics higher than the pastors was not 
expected. In Harvey’s study the pastors gave their churches a slightly higher rating than 
the church leaders did (86). The assumption could be made that because surveyed leaders 
were very active in spiritual disciplines, they were also well aware of the main qualities 
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that make church healthy. 
Overall weightings of the church quality characteristics of Pre-Fall pastors, Post- 
Fall pastors, and leaders were very similar. These three groups validate the responses of 
one another due to the closeness of the ratings. 
All Russian ministers agreed with church health scholars on the first foundational 
factor, which was weighted as the most important-the church must be Christ centered 
and open to the power of the Holy Spirit. Hemphill confirms, “the most critical element 
of church growth is supernatural empowering” (61). In Harvey’s research nine pastors 
also collectively gave the Supernatural power characteristic the highest rating. They 
viewed church growth as a direct result of supernatural power (75). 
The ratings of most quality characteristics were close to one another, that is 
another proof of the fact that the secret of church health is in the balance of all church 
qualities. As Warren proclaims, “A balanced church will be a healthy church” (128). A 
key factor in Harvey’s research was also the balance of church health characteristics that 
leads to church health. He says, “[Ilt is not enough for a church to posses one or a few of 
these characteristics. The factor which brings about health is balance in the 
characteristics” (92). 
Among the important quality characteristics, the three most neglected church 
health qualities from the point of view of all three groups of ministers were social 
ministries, cultural sensitivity, and flexible structures. 
Some of the roots of this problem can be traced back to Communist times in 
Russia when the state had full control and also full responsibility over almost everything. 
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In Soviet times the government took care of all social needs and people used to believe 
that social ministries were not their responsibility. 
Nevertheless, today the lack of attention to social ministries can seriously weaken 
the inflow of new converts into Russian churches. This characteristic is especially 
important in the current situation when people are so afraid of cults in Russia. One of the 
best ways to fight this fear is to minister to non-Christians’ needs. Through the ministry 
of love many Russians can be reached. The church where I pastor a year ago planted a 
rehabilitation ministry for drug addicts and alcoholics. In spite of the fact that this 
ministry is very young, it has already brought many new converts into the church-both 
former addicts and members of their families. Many churches in Russia today are 
exploring the potential of social ministries to needy people. Nevertheless, this important 
area is neglected by many church leaders. 
Evangelical churches in Russia need to rediscover the tremendous ministry 
potential that the Lord placed into his Church. The leader of Willow Creek Community 
Church in Chicago, Bill Hybels says that the church is and will ever be God’s best answer 
to the hurting, fallen world: 
There is nothing like the local church when it’s working right. Its beauty is 
indescribable. Its power is breathtaking. Its potential is unlimited. It comforts 
the grieving and heals the broken in the context of community. It builds 
bridges to seekers and offers truth to the confused. It provides resources for 
those in need and opens its arms to the forgotten, the downtrodden, the 
disillusioned. It breaks the chains of addictions, frees the oppressed, and 
offers belonging to the marginalized of this world. Whatever the capacity for 
human suffering, the church has a greater capacity for healing and 
wholeness. (23) 
Social ministries do exactly what Hybels depicts. Meeting peoples’ need with God’s love 
should become a priority for Russian churches. 
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Evangelistic effectiveness can also be seriously hindered by neglected sensitivity 
to the language, music, and culture of the people whom church wants to reach. To some 
extent the underestimation of cultural sensitivity by surveyed Russian leaders can be 
explained by what I call a super-spirituality complex. It occurs when ministers consider 
some areas of church life as “non-spiritual” and thus of no importance. Those areas 
usually include finances, church structures, planning, and cultural sensitivity. Schwarz 
calls it a “spiritualistic paradigm.” A paradigm exists when the significance of 
institutions, programs, and methods is underestimated and the significance of spiritual 
matters is overestimated. Church health requires the balance between the organizational 
and the organic poles (Natural Church Development 16). Christian researches are 
witnessing today the rise of many congregations all over the globe that reach the new 
generation with the old gospel using cultural sensitivity. Hunter says, “We are observing 
the emergence of entire congregations who are willing to be culturally sensitive in order 
to reach people” (Church for the Unchurched 58). 
Perhaps this super-spiritualistic tendency is also responsible for the third most 
neglected characteristic-flexible structures. It can indicate an existence of organizational 
problems in surveyed Russian churches. Another possible explanation of churches‘ 
neglecting flexible structures lies in Russia’s historical context. During the times of the 
Communist regime, church leaders were in constant danger of imprisonment and even 
death. They simply did not have a chance to think about flexible structures and effective 
methods. Today by the grace of God people live in different Russia, but the old thinking 
is still alive. This old mentality is probably a reason why Pre-Fall pastors rated flexible 
structures lower than their Post-Fall colleagues and church leaders. 
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The power of the Spirit in the church is not in conflict with sound church 
structures. More than that, every living organism must have a structure for its very 
existence. Macchia argues that strategic planning, goal setting, systems, accountability, 
and change management are the key factors to provide maximum support for the growth 
and development of church ministries (1 57). 
Spiritual Disciplines, Spiritual Health, and Church Health 
All examined spiritual disciplines had positive correlations with ministers’ 
perception of personal spiritual health. Prayer, Bible study, and ministry had the strongest 
relation to how participants viewed their spiritual health. Respondents who described 
their spiritual health as fast growing spent twice as much time in personal prayer as those 
whose spiritual lives were in plateau or decline. Also statistically significant, disciplines 
with wide margins of difference were Bible study and faith sharing. The fact that nothing 
can transform and enrich spiritual lives as the disciplines is in one way or another 
affirmed by all devotional masters. Foster says, “God has given us the Disciplines of the 
spiritual life as a means of receiving his grace. The Disciplines allow us to place 
ourselves before God so that he can transform us’’ (Celebration of Discipline 7). 
Subjects who practiced spiritual disciplines usually perceived their church’s 
health as greater than those who were not very devoted to disciplines. Russian pastors 
correlated their perception of church health to ministry and the existence of a spiritual 
mentor, although the correlation was rather modest. Correlation figures were greater for 
church leaders. They linked perception of church health to spiritual mentoring, fasting, 
and ministry. Among other spiritual disciplines, spiritual mentoring and ministry seemed 
to have the highest impact on church health perception, that is logical since ministry as 
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well as the existence of mentor-minister should have a great impact on the church. 
Russian pastors viewed the influence of their personal spiritual health to church 
health as very high (the second highest in the correlation matrix). Leaders also viewed 
this relation as important, but their correlation figure was half as large. Possibly because 
pastors have a clearer picture of the organic nature of the church. 
Also, respondents who described their spiritual health as growing viewed church 
health more positively than those whose spiritual lives were in plateau or decline. The 
personal spiritual health of a minister has a significant impact on church health. 
According to the Bible, the Church is a living organism, a body of Christ (1 Cor. 12:27; 
Col. 1:24). If a member of a body is sick, the whole organism is sick. If a body is 
considered healthy, all its member should possess a certain measure of health. This 
observation is true both for bodies and churches. Healthy people make healthy churches, 
which usually grow as a by-product of health. 
This finding is in agreement with other church health studies. A group of four 
Beeson pastors from Asbury Theological Seminary (Kinder, Law, Taylor, and McKee) 
researched the relation of church growth and health within their denominational context. 
McKee reports, “[Tlhe correlation between the spiritual practices of the participants and 
the perceptions of church health proved to be one strength of the study” (1 04). Law adds, 
“The practice of certain spiritual disciplines was found to have a direct correlation to the 
way the participants perceived the different church characteristics” (1 05). 
Spiritual Health, Church Health, and Church Growth 
Hemphill says, “Church growth is the by-product of a right relationship with the 
Lord of the Church” (10). This study proves these words, because the highest correlation 
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obtained was between church growth and perception of church health. The second 
highest correlation was between church growth and personal spiritual health perception. 
The healthier the churches are, the better their chances to grow. At the same time, the 
healthier the church ministers are, the more chances that their churches will grow. Thls 
fact again points to the organic nature of the church. Schwarz also uses an organic 
metaphor for church growth. He quotes the words o f  Jesus recorded in Mark 4:27: 
“All by itself the soil produces grain.” He concludes, “Thus this passage from Mark 
explicitly speaks about ‘growth automatisms”’ (Natural Church Development 12). 
The strongest correlation with church growth among spirituaI disciplines in the 
opinion of Russian pastors was ministry. The second and third highest were prayer and 
spiritual mentoring. Also, respondents from fast growing churches showed statistically 
significant differences in prayer and spiritual mentoring from those fi-om plateauing or 
declining churches. This finding is in agreement with Hemphill’s words, “If the most 
critical element of church growth is supernatural empowering, than the fuel for all growth 
is powerful prayer” (61). 
Spiritual Mentors and Church Growth 
The most interesting finding of this study was unexpectedly high statistically 
significant correlation between church growth and the existence of a spiritual mentor. 
The average number of people from fast growing churches who had spiritual mentors was 
32 percent higher than the corresponding number of ministers from growing churches. 
The comparison of growing and stagnating churches was much more spectacular. The 
average number of people from fast growing churches who had spiritual mentors was 
more than 100 percent higher than the corresponding number of respondents fkom 
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stagnating churches. In order for a church leader to give ministry he or she should first 
receive ministry. Pastors and church leaders who are under the supervision of a spiritual 
mentor are healthier and much more effective in the ministry. 
Unfortunately, not everybody today understands this truth. Foster says that the 
discipline of spiritual mentoring was much wider known in the ancient church comparing 
to the modem congregations: 
As in the Middle Ages not even the greatest saints attempted the 
depths of the inward journey without the help of a spiritual director. 
Today the concept is hardly understood, let alone practiced. . . . That is a 
tragedy, for the idea of the spiritual director is highly applicable to the 
contemporary scene. (Celebration of Discipline 1 85) 
Spiritual mentoring is very biblical. Jesus had the twelve, Barnabas mentored Paul 
who later became a great mentor for Timothy, Titus, and many others. In the course of 
Christian history mentoring was very important. Not long before the bloody revolution 
in Russia, Fyodor Mikhailovich Dostoyevsky wrote his famous novel The Brothers 
Karamazov. One of its main heroes was monk Zosima, who is pictured as a genuine 
spiritual director with tremendous prophetic gifts. Spiritual mentors for centuries have 
played a very important role in the Russian Orthodox Church. Evangelical church 
leaders should intensively draw from the enonnous spiritual heritage of the Church. 
Thomas Merton’s words could be easily applied to Dostoyevsky’s Zosima as well as to 
any mature spiritual director: 
[A] spiritual father who ‘begot’ the perfect life in the soul of his disciple 
by his instructions first of all, but also by his prayer, his sanctity and his 
example. He was ... a kind of ‘sacrament’ of the Lord’s presence in the 
ecclesiastical community. (9) 
Another very important and frequently underestimated role of a spiritual mentor is to 
protect the mentoree from the temptation of power. In many Russian Evangelical 
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churches pastors have a great deal of power, sometimes almost absolute power. That 
can be very destructive as Foster notices, “power corrupts and absolute power corrupts 
absolutely. . . . Those who are accountable to no one are especially susceptible to the 
corrupting influence of power” (Money, Sex and Power 178). 
Implications of the Study 
This study provides some information on some factors hindering church health 
in the contemporary Russian setting. Church leaders would do well to pay more 
attention to social ministries, cultural sensitivity, and flexible structures. 
Church health can be improved. Apart fkom paying more attention to neglected 
church health characteristics, another simple but profound way is to focus on spiritual 
disciplines. Persistent participation in spiritual practices leads to greater spiritual 
health in general and ministry success in particular. Perhaps the most significant 
finding of this study was the clear correlation between church growth and the existence 
of spiritual mentor. The potential for greater personal health and even for church 
growth lies in the discipline of spiritual mentoring. 
Limitations and Weaknesses 
Church health is a very complex issue. This study never attempted to investigate 
all factors and variables that influence church health. It is limited to a small number of 
spiritual disciplines and church health characteristics. In addition the research was 
subjective in nature because it measured the perceptions of participants. 
The sample for this study had significant weaknesses. First of all it mostly 
included ministers whose personal spiritual devotions have been very high. Only 10 
percent of surveyed Russian ministers perceived their spiritual life as plateauing, and all 
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the rest viewed it as growing. The same is true concerning surveyed churches. Only 25 
percent of them were plateaud or in decline, the rest were growing. 
Suggestions for Further Studies 
Both questionnaires seem to be statistically sound instruments, although 
refinements are welcomed. First of all I would like to see the instruments used in a larger 
sample, where participants from growing and declining congregations, with growing and 
declining spiritual health would be better distributed. Then new variables, such as the size 
of a church, church facility, home groups participation, financial giving, and others 
factors, could be taken into consideration. A more extensive demographic study of the 
participants (e.g., tenure of a senior pastor, pastor’s vocation and education) would also 
be helpful. 
One of the interesting findings was the relationship between church growth and 
the spiritual health of its ministers. In particular, church growth was significantly 
correlated with spiritual mentoring. Future researches should continue studying this area. 
Final Thoughts 
Since I began my work on this dissertation, a clear understanding of main five 
purposes of the church arose. They can be associated with five fingers: worship, 
evangelism, fellowship of love, discipleship, and ministry. In order for a church to keep a 
balance between these five purposes, it needs to have a delegating leadership and 
functional structures. Almost all church health lists fit this simple model. 
The Church is God’s love. Christ died for the Church because of his great 
unspeakable love. He loves all the world and nothing can bIess the world better than the 
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Church can. The Church is still God’s best answer to the problems ofthe mankind. Church 
leaders must do their best to help the church to become stronger and healthier. 
Nobody should think that human efforts or methods alone can grow a church. The 
same way as a farmer cannot make his crop grow, church leaders cannot make a church 
grow. At the same time, God is not building his church apart from the people because it 
consists of people. Leaders do little what they can to help the church to be healthy and 
purpose-driven, with functioning structures, but the results are truly in God’s hands. Church 
growth is very much connected to church health, which is in turn related to the spiritual 
health of its ministers and members. Healthy people make healthy churches. Healthy 
churches consist of healthy members. My church can become healthier. I can and should take 
the full responsibility for my personal spiritual health through being persistent in spiritual 
disciplines. Special attention should be paid to the discipline of accountability before a 
spiritual mentor. Then I can and should help others to do the same-one at a time. It’s a long 




Church Health Questionnaire 
Name (voluntary) 
Date 
Would you please estimate the factors according to their influence on the church 
quality in contemporary Russia. Number 10 corresponds to the maximal importance 
and 1 to the minimal. Thank you. 
Importance 
1-10 
CHURCH QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS 
1. The church is Christ centered. 
I 
2. The church is purpose driven. 
I 
3. The church has a delegating and spiritual pastor. 
I 
4. The church has sound biblical teaching. 
I 
5. The church is disciplined in prayer. 
I 
6. Church worship services are inspiring. 
I 
7.  The church is active in evangelism. 
I 
8. The church has a team of devoted leaders. 
I 
9. The church has a flexible structure. 
10. The church develops lay ministries based on the gifts of its 
I members. 
I 1 1. The church develops a system of home groups. 
12. The church engages in social ministries to non-Christian people. I 
I 13 The church is culturally sensitive. 
I 14. The church has an adequate building. 
15. The church has financial and humanitarian support from abroad. I 
I 16. The church has a strong teaching on tithes and offerings. 










4. How many minutes a day in average do you spend practicing: 
4.1 Prayer 
4.2 Bible study 
5. The following is a regular part of my life (evaluate on a 10 point scale): 
5.1 A c t i v e  involvement in ministry 
5.2 -Sharing my faith with others 
5.3 F a s t i n g  
6. Your position in the church? 
6.1 P a s t o r  
6.2 -Leader 
7. How many years have you been involved in Christian ministry? 
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8. How many years ago did you become a Christian? 
9. Do you have a spiritual mentor whom you are accountable to on the regular basis? 
9.1 -Yes 
9.2 -No 
10. How would you describe your personal spiritual life during the last several months 
(check one only): 
10.1 - Growing fast 
10.2 __ Generally growing 
10.3 __ Plateauing 
10.4 - Declining 
1 1. How would you evaluate your current spiritual health (on a 10 point scale): 
12. The attendance of your church during the last year (check one only): 
12.1 - Grew more than 30% 
12.2 - Grew less than 30% 
12.3 - P1 at eaued 
12.4 - Declined 




Church Health Questionnaire (Russian) 
KAqECTBEHHbIE XAPAKTEPHCTHKH QEPICBM 
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APPENDIX D 





3.2 X e H c m E  
5. OIJeHElTe IIO ~ O - G ~ T U ~ H O G  LZIKZUIe (I-  MHBHMEUfbHOe, 10- MaKCHMWIbHO B03MOXHOe) 
Bame yYacme B: 
5.1 - XPMCTHSLHCKOM CfiyXeHHEI 
5.2 __ JIMgHOM 6JlarOBeCTHM 
5.3 peI'JVI2pHbIX IIOCTaX 
6. Bame CrryxeHEIe B yepKBH:  
6.1 __ n a c T o p  
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10.1 __ EbICTpO pacTeT 
10.2 - PacTeT 
10.3 - CTOHT Ha Meme 
10.4 - YxynmaeTcs 
12. Bama qepKOBb 38 IIOCJIeAHHG r O 3  (OTMeTbTe TOJIbKO OaHO): 
12.1 __ Bbipocna 6onee 4eM Ha TpeTb 
12.2 ___ Bbipocna MeHee 9eM Ha TeTb 
12.3 __ CTOHT Ha MecTe 
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